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In a city steeped in history,
the Philadelphia Center
program has been busy
building some history of its
own. For 25 years, the
Philadelphia Center has been
giving students from Hope and
elsewhere a chance at urban
experiential learning in the
city of Ben Franklin.
Please see page 12.
Also Inside
MM®]
The Chapel Choir will tour
Hungary, Slovakia and the
Czech Republic in May.
Please see page three. Swimming standouts P
highlighted the I
winter sports season.




A fully-equipped laboratory enables students in the Hope-Calvin Nursing Program to work with hospital equipment on the^ Hope
campus. The lab' s flexible hours also allow the department’s students to review nursing practices at times that match their schedules.
JAPANESE EXCHANGE: A group
of four students and a professor from
Japan visited Hope in March, part of a
developing bond between the college and
Technos International Academy in Tokyo.
Technos International Academy is the
union of the Tokyo Air Travel College
and the Tokyo Kogakuin College of
Technology, two vocational schools
which merged in 1991. The academy is
administered by the Tanaka Educational
Trust.
Students and a professor from Hope
traveled to Japan to visit the academy last
year, and another group will go this
summer. Dr. Neal Sobania ’68, director
of international education at Hope,
believes the academy’s technical
emphasis provides Hope students with a
unique international study opportunity.
“Hope’s involvement with Technos
International Academy is exciting because
it presents a new opportunity for students
of academic disciplines that have not
traditionally participated in exchanges
(See ‘‘Campus Notes" on page three.)
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students at Hope College, including the
administration of its educational policies,
admission policies, scholarship and loan
programs, and athletic and other school-
administered programs. With regard to
employment, the College complies with
all legal requirements prohibiting
discrimination in employment.
On the cover
Junior Shelley Blue of Millington,
Mich., spends a little time with Ben
Franklin. She is one of more than 700
Hope students who have spent a
semester in Philadelphia, Pa., since the
Philadelphia Center program started
25 years ago.
We couldn’t get Shelley back to
Philadelphia for our cover photo, so we
found a bit of Philadelphia in
HoUand — the statue of Franklin is just
a short walk from campus, downtown
on the east side of River Avenue
between Eighth and Ninth Streets. The
bench on which he sirs, and sculpted
pigeons, are part of the artwork.
For the story of the Philadelphia
Program on its 25th anniversary,
please see page 12.
Quote, unquote is an eclectic sampling of
things said at and about Hope College.
Dr. Richard Brockmeier '59, professor of
physics and computer science, died on
Tuesday, Feb. 9. Dr. Jan E. Leestma ’60, now
a neuropathologist and associate medical
director with the Chicago Institute of
NeuroSurgery and NeuroResearch Medical
Group S.C., had this to say concerning Dr.
Brockmeier' s work as a Hope student radio
pioneer.
As an entering freshman in 1956, 1 was a
year behind Dick when we inaugurated
brand-new Kollen Hall. Through the cement
dust, plaster debris and workmen in the lobby
we somehow made our way to the upper
floors where the rooms were mostly
completed.
Dick’s room was more or less near the
center of the second floor facing the back
court. What drew me to him was the fact that
Dick was a fellow ham radio enthusiast who
always seemed to have his tape recorder
going — why I soon found out. He had
created, out of a tangle of wires, a small
“carrier current” radio transmitter that
broadcast into Kollen’s wiring and could be
received by anyone in the dorm with a
standard AM radio.
Another new student from Buffalo, N.Y.,
Jack Hellriegel, lived almost next door to
Dick. He had a large collection of jazz
recorded on tape which-added to Dick’s
library of “programs.”
All too many hours were devoted to the
adventure of carrier current radio, sometimes
to the detriment of our studies. Sometimes
the program content was what could best be
described as proto-Saturday Night Live
satire, sufficiently late at night that,
hopefully, no one was listening.
In any case, more and more students tuned
in, offered suggestions, provided tapes, and
begged to take up the microphone. It became
evident that we had stumbled upon
something.
By the end of 1956-57, several of us
conspired to make WTAS (the Anchor
Station) something more than a tangle of
wires in Dick Brockmeier’ s dorm room.
Dick made a proposal to President Irwin
Lubbers, and as many others as we could get
to listen to us, for funding.
Eventually, and to our surprise, a generous
amount of money was set aside with which to
construct two reliable transmitters and to
formalize our fledgling radio station. A
promise of space for a studio in Kollen’s
basement was negotiated.
During the summer of 1957 1 located a
schematic for a carrier current transmitter in a
popular radio magazine and suggested that
this might be appropriate for WTAS. Dick
and I collected parts for the transmitters and
constructed them in the physics department
under the somewhat skeptical eye of
Professor Harry Frissel.
Jack Hellriegel somehow obtained a new
GE professional radio control console, which
would be the console for the new WTAS for
several years, and what must have been
several miles of cable which wotild link the
studio with the two transmitters, one in
Kollen Hall and the other in Durfee Hall.
At the start of the fall term of 1957 a new
student, Bob Van Etten, another electronics
maven, joined the team and designed and
constructed amplifiers and control equipment
which would form the bulk of the actual
station when it became housed in the new
Kollen Hall studio later that year.
By the end of 1957-58, WTAS was on the
air with programs ranging from news (we
even had a UPI wire!), to blues, jazz, special
events programming such as the Nykerk
competition and events in the Chapel. I recall
helping record and broadcast a speech made
by then Congressman Jerry Ford in Dimnent
Chapel, regarding the shock at the first
Russian satellite. Sputnik.
It was during this first year or the next that
a very capable baseball player on the Hope
team, Jim Kaat, took one of our tape
recorders “on the road” to record the
play- by-play of the strong Hope basketball
team at a crucial game in Indiana. The
play-by-play was extremely professionally
done and was broadcast (delayed) to acclaim
by Hope students.
In the course of the development of
WTAS, hundreds of Hope students and many
faculty became regular participants behind
the scenes and behind the mike in a vital and
important Hope institution which has
prospered in the more than 35 years which
have elapsed since Dick Brockmeier plugged
in his home-brew transmitter. WTAS, which
ultimately became WTHS-FM, would not
have happened were it not for the seeds Dick
planted and for his continued interest.
I have no doubt that Dick, as a physicist,
would concede that some of those radio waves
made by WTAS long ago are still in existence,
radiating outward into the cosmos at the speed
of light...for ever. Not a bad legacy!
God Speed, Dick!
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(continued from page two)
with Japan,” he said. “This year, for
example, we’re sending students from
communications, engineering/physics and
computer science, in addition to
Japanese.”
Dr. Sobania also noted that because the
Hope students visiting Technos have just
completed their first year, they will have
more post-visit time to build awareness of
Japan into their coursework.
Hope has been involved in exchanges
with Japan since the 19th century, and
today, in addition to Technos International
Academy, has ties with Ferris University,
Meiji Gakuin University, Okinawa
Christian Junior College and Waseda
University.
POSITIVE DEBITS: Students,
faculty and staff at Hope all have the
opportunity to use a new debit card
system that eliminates the need to carry
cash when purchasing food at the Kletz
Snack Bar or Phelps Hall cafeteria.
The “Debit Debit!” card is a declining
balance account system that allows
participants to deposit cash in advance
and then draw upon it when making
purchases. The total is deducted through
a bar code affixed to the college’s student
and faculty/staff identification cards.
Users are given a 10 percent bonus on
the money they deposit. In other words,
someone who deposits $25 plus $ 1 in
sales tax would have $27.50 to spend.
TRUSTEE HONOR: During its
January meeting, the Board of Trustees
voted to “acknowledge and commend”
Dr. Kenneth Elzinga, formerly a member
of the Board of Trustees, for receiving the
University of Virginia’s Thomas Jefferson
Award on Oct. 30, 1992.
Dr. Elzinga is a professor of economics
at U.Va., and was cited by the university’s
president as “a model citizen of the
Grounds: engaged, compassionate and
principled.” He was a member of Hope’s
Board of Trustees from 1983 to 1991,
serving two four-year terms.
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD: Guy
A. Vander Jagt ’53 has placed his
congressional papers, covering his 26 years
in the U.S. House of Representatives, in
the Hope College collection of the Joint
Archives of Holland.
The contribution includes more than
900 linear feet of unprocessed archival
materials and is the largest single
collection ever received at the Joint
Archives. Vander Jagt recently completed
1 3 consecutive two-year terms serving
Michigan’s Ninth Congressional District.
The Ninth Congressional District seat is
now held by Peter Hoekstra ’75.
MISSION TRIP: Gordon Borg of the
college’s maintenance staff travelled to
the Philippines and India in January and
February to visit projects funded through
Worldwide Christian Schools (WCS).
The trip ran Jan. 22 through Feb. 13,
and included sites that may be familiar, at
least in name, to members of the Hope
family. Their travels in India included the
Vellore Diocese, in which lies Voorhees
College. While they didn’t visit the
college, they did stop at the Ida Scudder
Memorial Hospital in Kanchipuram,
India.
CHEERING SECTION: Asuka
Ohkura of Japan, decided to make the
most of her year studying abroad.
Enrolled at Hope during 1 992-93
through an exchange program with Ferris
University of Japan, Ohkura not only
studied a variety of classes but also joined
the basketball cheerleading squad. She is
believed to be the first international
student at Hope to become a cheerleader.
Ohkura 's decision gave her an
opportunity to experience first-hand the
world of intercollegiate competition,
home and away games, and, of course, the
Hope-Calvin rivalry, giving her a
perspective on American college life she
might otherwise have missed.
Choir will tour
Eastern Europe
r 1 1 he Cold War thaw has the
X college’s Chapel Choir ready for
May.
The choir will tour Hungary, Slovakia
and the Czech Republic May 10-24.
Performances have been scheduled in
Debrecen, Sarospatak and Budapest in
Hungary: Bratislava in Slovakia; and
Prague in the Czech Republic.
Other stops are also planned, as is time
for cultural exchange and sightseeing.
Spring tours are an annual tradition for
the choir, which periodically organizes a
trip abroad. The Chapel Choir visited
Russia in 1989 and Europe in 1987.
This year’s destinations were chosen
while keeping in mind the trip’s value to
both the communities being visited and
the students, according to Dr. J. Scott
Ferguson, who is director of the Chapel
Choir and an associate professor of music.
“When establishing potential
destinations, I took into consideration the
incredible changes taking place in Europe
and posed the following questions:
‘Where are positive and stable changes
occurring?’; ‘What would be the most
significant cultural experience for our
students?’; ‘Given the college’s affiliation
with the Reformed Church, where could
we most effectively strengthen ties
between Hope College and the
international church community?’,” he
said. “In light of these questions,
Hungary, Slovakia and the Czech
Republic were selected.”
The visit to Sarospatak, further, could
prove particularly meaningful.
Immediately after World War II, Hope
established a “sister” relationship with the
Sarospatak Reformed Academy, a
Reformed school established in Hungary
in 1531. Through the connection, Hope
students and congregations of local
Reformed and Christian Reformed
churches sent extensive aid to the
war-ravaged region, which had suffered
under the conquering armies of both Nazi
Germany and the Soviet Union.
The relationship ended in 1951, when
Hungary’s communist government
confiscated the school. The academy was
returned to church control in 1990,
however, and is in the process of rebirth.
As the trip’s final details are being
arranged. Dr. Ferguson is hoping that
some connection with the academy can be
made.
The May tour’s program will include
sacred choral music from the Renaissance
to the 20th century. Contemporary
Czechoslovakian and Hungarian
composers will be included, and Dr.
Ferguson is hoping that one of them will
be able to attend a performance.
Members of the Hope and West
Michigan communities will have an
opportunity to hear the tour’s selections
during Alumni and Graduation Weekend
on Saturday, May 8, at 2:30 p.m. in
Dimnent Memorial Chapel.
To help defray the cost of the trip, a $5
admission fee will be charged. Other
fund-raising efforts have included a
February raffle for three $200 gift
certificates for Holland’s Family Fare
grocery story and an April car wash.
And the bon voyage concert will give
the Chapel Choir an opportunity to show
just how well it has prepared for the
demanding audiences Dr. Ferguson
expects to find while in Europe. “They
have very sophisticated musical tastes so
they’ll be expecting the best,” he said.
Lab places Hope at forefront of molecular sciences
A new laboratory being added in the
xA. molecular sciences, which is the
blending of biology and chemistry, will
help place Hope at the forefront of the
field, according to Dr. James Gentile, dean
for the natural sciences.
The project has received support from
the W.M. Keck Foundation of Los
Angeles, Calif., and the National Science
Foundation (NSF). The W.M. Keck
Foundation has contributed $150,000, and
the NSF has contributed $152,075.
“The line between what is biology and
what is chemistry is getting more and more
blurred all the time," Dr. Gentile said. “1
think what you’re going to see as a result
of the new laboratory is the departments
feeding off of one another in a positive
way. It’s really going to synergize
activity.”
“And I think this is where we’re going to
take a leadership role,” he said. "While we
recognize the distinct uniqueness of both
biology and chemistry, we’re going to go
out and show that a melding of two
superior departments can take both of
those departments to an even higher level
of activity.”
Molecular biologists and biochemists
alike are interested in how activity takes
place at a molecular level, and in their
work they use an understanding of both
biology and chemistry. Dr. Gentile noted
that the new laboratory reflects increased
emphasis internationally on research
questions that can be addressed by both
fields.
“Molecular biology and biochemistry are
probably the most expansive of the
sciences at this point in history in the sense
of the amount of new data that’s being
generated and the amount of new
knowledge that’s coming from that data,”
he said.
Hope’s new laboratory will consolidate
the college’s work in molecular biology
and biochemistry, bringing together
programs that have thus far developed
independently and providing a central
location for equipment both require.
Laboratory courses in biology and
chemistry, as well as student and faculty
researchers, will be able to use the facility.
Located in the former science library on
the second floor of the Peale Science
Center, the laboratory will be ready for use
by the fall of 1993. Dr. Gentile is hoping
the laboratory may even be complete in
time to support faculty/student research
during the summer of 1993.
Four of the college’s faculty are
centrally involved in research benefitting
from the laboratory’s construction. They
are: Dr. Gentile, who is not only dean but
also the Kenneth G. Herrick Professor of
Biology; Dr. Rodney Boyer, professor of
chemistry; Dr. Anthony Nieuwkoop, who
is assistant professor of biology; and Dr.
Maria Bumatowska-Hledin, associate
professor of biology and chemistry. Dr.
Bumatowska-Hledin was appointed to the
faculty this fall, in anticipation of the
opportunities the new laboratory will offer.
In addition, other members of the
biology and chemistry faculty also conduct
research that will be enhanced because of
the laboratory’s resources.
The W.M. Keck Foundation, one of the
nation’s largest in terms of annual grants,
was established in 1954 by the late
William M. Keck, founder of Superior Oil
Company. He also created the W.M. Keck
Trust for the benefit of the foundation.
The foundation’s primary focus is on
grants to U.S. universities and colleges
with an emphasis in science, engineering
and medical research. It also provides
limited support, focused on programs
serving Southern California, in the areas of
community services, health care,
precollegiate education and the arts.
The NSF supports initiatives in the
sciences and mathematics at virtually all
levels of education, from pre-school
through graduate school. Hope College is
currently one of only three liberal arts
institutions nationally to have received
more than $400,000 annually from the
NSF in the past three years. NSF funding
at Hope has been directed primarily toward
the purchase of equipment for classroom
and research activities, and the support of
faculty and undergraduate students in
research.
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Events
Matt Neil '82 works with a Hope basketball camp, one of a variety of sports camps the college will offer this summer.
SUMMER THEATRE ALUMNI WEEKEND
ACADEMIC CALENDAR
May 3-7, Monday-Friday — Semester examinations
May 7, Friday — Residence halls close at 5 p.m. for those not
participating in graduation
May 8, Saturday — Alumni Day
May 9, Sunday — Baccalaureate and Commencement.
Residence halls close for graduating seniors at 7 p.m.
May Term (1993)— May 10-28
June Term (1993) — June 1-18
Summer Session (1993) — June 21-July 30
Summer Seminars (1993) — Aug. 2-6
Fall Semester (1993)
Aug. 31, Tuesday— Classes begin
ADMISSIONS
Junior Days 1993
A day designed specifically for high school juniors and their
parents to help them begin the college search. Please
contact LeAnn Waide for details.
Friday, April 1 6
Friday, April 23
Pre-Medicine and Pre-Engineering Day — Friday, May 21
Special activities for high school juniors interested in
becoming medical doctors or engineers. Please contact
LeAnn Waide for more information.
For further information about any Admissions Office event,
please call (616) 394-7850 or write: Office of Admissions,
Hope College, Holland, Mich. 49423.
KNICKERBOCKER THEATRE
Downtown Holland at 86 East Eighth Street
The Knickerbocker Theatre, open Monday through Saturday,
features a variety of art, foreign and classic films, and a
number of live events.
Admission to the theatre’s films costs $4 for adults and $3 for
senior citizens and Hope College students. For more
information on programs and films at the Knickerbocker, call
(616) 392-3195.
DE FREE GALLERY
Senior Show — April 10-May 9
Japanese Ceramics: The Kawashima Collection — May
12-Sept. 24
Admission to the gallery is free. The gallery is open 9 a.m. to
10 p.m. Monday through Thursday; 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. Friday;
10 a.m. to 7 p.m. Saturday; and 1-10 p.m. Sunday.
THEATRE
Hamlet: An Exploration, by William Shakespeare, April 15-24
Additional information may be obtained by calling the
theatre ticket office at (616) 394-7890.
THE ARTS
Collegium Musicum and College Chorus Concert
— ̂ Thursday, April 15: Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 8 p.m.
Collegium Musicum Concert — Saturday, April 17:
Methodist Church, Holland, Mich., 8 p.m.
Faculty Recital — Sunday, April 18: Wichers Auditorium of
Nykerk Hall of Music, 4 p.m.
Guest Recital — Sunday, April 18: Ann Labounsky,
organist; Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 8 p.m.
Junior Recital — ̂ Wednesday, April 21: Allison Goins,
pianist; Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 8 p.m.
Student Recital — Thursday, April 22: Wichers Auditorium
of Nykerk Hall of Music, 7 p.m.
Great Performance Series — Thursday, April 22: The
Count Basie Orchestra directed by Frank Foster, Dimnent
Memorial Chapel, 8 p.m. Tickets cost $10 for senior
citizens, $12.50 for other adults and $6 for students, and
information concerning sale dates may be obtained by
calling (616) 394-6996.
Chapel Choir Concert — Sunday, April 25: Dimnent
Memorial Chapel, 8 p.m.
Orchestra Concert — ̂ Thursday, April 29: featuring student
winners of the Concerto/Aria Competition; Dimnent
Memorial Chapel, 8 p.m.
Senior Recital— Sunday, May 2: Greg Laman, trumpeter;
Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 8 p.m.
Bon Voyage Concert — Saturday, May 8: featuring the
Chapel Choir before it departs for Europe; Dimnent
Memorial Chapel, 2:30 p.m. Admission, payable at the
door, will be $5.
Season opens Friday, June 11
Curtain time 8 p.m., Monday through Saturday
DeWitt Center main theatre
Peter Pan (musical)
Young Rube (musical)
The Importance of Being Earnest (comedy)
Marvin’s Room (comedy-drama)
Courage (second stage production, Snow Auditorium)
Additional information may be obtained by calling
(616) 394-7600 before May 18 (when tickets go on sale), or
(616) 394-7890 after May 18.
ALUMNI AND FRIENDS
Regional Events
Washington, D.C. — Wednesday, April 21
Philadelphia, Pa. — Saturday, May 29
In conjunction with the celebration of the 25th anniversary
of the GLCA Philadelphia semester program.
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Saturday, June 26
A family picnic is scheduled at John Ball Park Zoo. If you
would like to help plan, please contact Jan Aardema at (616)
940-1825.
Alumni Weekend — Friday-Sunday, May 7-9
Tour of Britain — June 7-19
Alumni and friends of Hope will visit Scotland, Wales and
England through this tour, which will be led by Anthony
Muiderman of the college’s business administration faculty.
Additional information may be obtained by calling MTA
Travel at 1-800-682-0086.
Annual Golf Outing— Monday, July 12
For additional information concerning alumni events, please
call the Office of Public Relations at (616) 394-7860.
WOMEN’S LEAGUE FOR HOPE
“The Best of Village Square...and more!”
Wednesday, June 23 — 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
The event will run on campus, and will include the popular
“Attic Specials,” a juried craft show and food.
Donations for the “Attic Specials" may be left at Hope's
physical plant building. Additional information can be
obtained by calling the “Best of Village Square"
chairpersons: Vonnie Wissink, (616) 772-6692, or Shirley
Haan, (616) 669-1213 (days), (616) 669-0586 (evenings).
Grand Rapids Chapter
Thursday, April 22 — Spring Fashion Show
Tuesday, May 1 8 — Ingathering of Bazaar Items
For additional information, please contact Nancy Matthews
at (616) 534-7619 (days) or (616) 538-0513 (evenings).
Kalamazoo Chapter
Thursday, May 6 — Annual Spring Breakfast
For additional information, please contact Jenni Liggett at
(616) 388-3757.
Zeeland Classis
Wednesday, May 12 — Tulip Time “Dutch Specialties
Booth”
For additional information, please contact Jackie Reimink
at (616) 875-8813.
Eleven classes (1928, 1933, 1938, 1943, 1948, 1953, 1958,
1963, 1968, 1973, 1978) will be holding reunions
Friday, May 7
Reunion classes (1938-1978) will hold evening activities
Saturday, May 8
8:30 a.m.-noon Reunion registration
— Van Zoeren entry way
9 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Estate planning seminar
— Van Zoeren Hall B-24
11 a.m.-noon Reunion luncheons and class photos begin
(advanced registration needed)
2:30 p.m. Chapel Choir Bon Voyage Concert
— Dimnent Chapel
4 p.m. 50-Year Circle ceremony — Maas auditorium
5:30 p.m. Photo of all 50-Year Circle members
(class of 1943 and earlier) — Phelps Hall Lawn
6 p.m. Alumni Banquet and Distinguished Alumni
Awards — Phelps Hall dining room, (advanced
registration needed) A reception honoring the award
recipients will follow in the Maas auditorium
Sunday, May 9
9:30 a.m. Baccalaureate Service
(admission by ticket only) — Dimnent Chapel
11:30 a.m. Baccalaureate Service
(admission by ticket only) — Dimnent Chapel
11 a.m. Alumni Brunch
— (advanced registration needed) Kletz, DeWitt Center
3 p.m. Commencement — Holland Municipal Stadium
(Holland Civic Center, with admission by ticket only, in
case of rain)
For additional information, please call the Office of Public
Relations at (616) 394-7860
TRADITIONAL EVENTS
Alumni Weekend — Friday-Sunday, May 7-9
Baccalaureate and Commencement — Sunday, May 9
Homecoming ’93 — Friday-Sunday, Oct. 22-24
SUMMER SPORTS CAMPS
Boys Basketball Camp — July 5-16
Girls Basketball Day Camps:
Sixth-Eighth Grades — tune 16-18
Ninth- 12 th Grades — June 21-25
Girls High School Basketball Team Scrimmage —
June 21-24
Football Passing Camp — Aug. 1-4
Swimming Program — June 14-24; June 28-July 8
T.U.F.F. Distance Running Camp-Aug. 2-7
Boys Varsity Basketball Team Camp — July 12-15
Boys J.V. Basketball Team Camp — July 5-8
For additional information, please call (616) 394-7690.
Ask for Joyce McPherson.
INSTANT INFORMATION
Hope Sports Hotline— (616) 394-7888
Activities Information — (616) 394—7863
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Hope in the Future
Hope in the Future: a parental perspective
Moving in. Parents have a strong interest in Hope’s ability to provide a high-quality
education — after all, their child’ s future is at stake! Many parents respond by becoming
involved in the life of the college, such as through Hope in the Future.
T t could have been easy for David
-M-and Carol Cole to forget about
Hope College. Their son Scott had
graduated in 1990, and their son
Christopher would be finished in 1993.
Their role as tuition-paying parents was
drawing to a close.
It could have been easy to forget, but
it wasn’t, because David and Carol Cole
also couldn’t forget what Hope College
has meant to both them and their sons.
They couldn’t shake the belief that Hope
could be important for others, too.
So when the Coles, who are from Ann
Arbor, Mich., were asked by Hope
President Dr. John H. Jacobson to
become co-chairs of “National Parents
and Friends” for the Hope in the Future
capital campaign, they willingly agreed.
They want to help Hope build on the
strengths they experienced — not for
their own sons’ sakes, but for the sake of
other students, still to come.
“We feel very positive about Hope and
what it does for young people, and we
were certainly concerned by the fact
that it did not have a reasonable
endowment in contrast to many
schools,” said Dr. David Cole, who is
director of the University of
Michigan’s Office for the Study of
Automotive Transportation. “We’re
really convinced that the campaign is
necessary to provide the kind of
long-term quality education that I
think Hope is interested in providing.”
“I would never agree to anything that
I didn’t believe in wholeheartedly and
could speak to enthusiastically,” Carol
Cole said. “And Hope is trying to
improve all the time — the capital
campaign really symbolizes a striving
to be better and better.”
According to John Nordstrom,
director of development and director of
Hope in the Future, the Coles are not
alone in how they feel.
“I spend a fair amount of time
around the country with the college’s
other advancement officers, and we
talk with a lot of parents,” he said.
“And over and over again I have been
impressed with how parents feel about
their child’s, or in some cases their
children’s, experience at Hope
College.”
“It’s not surprising, then, that many
of these people, in addition to the
tuition they pay, are willing to help
support the college,” said Nordstrom,
whose four children attended Hope as
well. “They do so not only financially,
but through their willingness to
volunteer — by calling the parents of
prospective students; by providing
leadership in the campaign, as have the
Coles; by serving as campaign callers;
or by helping identify other possible
gift sources.”
“You can’t say enough about how
parents are involved in the life of Hope
College, or about how important they
are to the college,” he said.
As prospective parents, the Coles
knew Hope by reputation. David Cole
had encountered Hope students at the
University of Michigan and knew
former President Dr. Gordon Van
Wylen from the days they were both on
the university’s faculty. They were
also familiar with the West Michigan
work ethic, which they valued.
All combined to convince them that
Hope presented the best opportunity
for their sons: high in quality; small
enough to provide personal contact
with senior faculty; and with a
Christian character that integrated faith
with life and learning.
From the beginning, the college
didn’t disappoint them.
“I remember taking Scott to Hope,”
said Carol Cole. “That first child
going off to school is quite an
emotional jolt I think for both parents,
but we really felt good about leaving
Scott there.”
“The people were very friendly:
there was a lot of activity, of course;
and there had been so many mailings
ahead of time,” she said. “Hope does
such a good job of leading the way
with all kinds of information.”
“My overall feeling was that we
were always very well informed of
things happening on-campus and that
things were explained carefully,” she
said.
The college, they believe, gave both
their sons opportunities to explore their
interests. Scott majored in biology,
visited the Galapagos Islands and
arranged to student teach in an
inner-city Chicago school. Christopher
studied history and became active in the
college’s FM radio station. Both played
football, and both tutored with Hope
College Upward Bound, a program for
local elementary school children.
Both of the Coles’ sons also chose to
become teachers.
Carol Cole believes the involved
professors at Hope played a role in
their career choices. Concerning Scott
she noted, “He gained so much from
the teachers at Hope and saw how they
valued their students, and I think that
was something that perpetuated itself.”
It is because of Hope’s lasting effect
on their sons’ lives that David and
Carol Cole are involved with Hope in
the Future. Although the Coles were
not connected to Hope before their two
sons came to college, they will be after
both have left.
“Our association with Hope has been
a very positive experience,” said Dr.
David Cole. “We very much believe in
the kind of education that Hope is
providing, and has provided, our kids.”
“We are very comfortable that they
are prepared to participate in broader
society,” he said. "And in great part
that is due to the education that they
have found at Hope.’’^
Hope in the Future
CAMPAIGN
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Hope in the Future
is a $50 million fund-raising
effort that has four primary i
components: enhancing the academic
program, improving
student financial aid,
strengthening Christian life and !
witness, and selectively
improving facilities.
Watch the giving grow!
“Our association with Hope has been a very
positive experience. We very much believe in
the kind of education that Hope is providing,
and has provided, our kids”
— Dr. David Cole
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Two long-time faculty will retire this year
Hope College— and the Peale Science Center— will lose two long-time professors when
Dr. F. Phillip Van Eyl '55 (standing) and Dr. Eugene Jekel ’52 retire at the end of this
year. They have both been members of the Hope community since the 1950s— first as
students; then as professors.
F. Phillip Van Eyl ’55
psychology
¥7 ortuitous were the events that
X1 brought a young, Dutch, would-be
economist to Hope College as a
student — and later professor — of
psychology.
Dr. F. Phillip Van Eyl ’55 emigrated
to the United States intending to study
economics. Given his education in the
Netherlands, he was accepted as a junior
by the University of Chicago, but those
plans fell through. He also rejected a
chance to attend Michigan State
University as a freshman.
He was becoming desperate. He had
lost two years serving with the U.S.
Army’s 1 1th Airborne Division during
the Korean Conflict, and another as he
considered the two universities. With a
new academic year approaching, he still
had no plans.
Luckily, he was staying in Holland,
Mich., with an uncle who had an idea.
“He said, ‘How about Hope
College?,”’ Dr. Van Eyl said. “I said,
‘Great! Where is it?”’
He thus came to Hope in the fall of
1953 as a 25-year-old junior, a war
veteran who was certain of his career
goals and in a hurry to achieve them.
Much to his dismay, the college
compelled him to slow down — to enroll
in “core” courses and study more than
economics.
Although he pursued them only
grudgingly, the classes changed his life.
During his second semester he
enrolled in “Industrial Psychology,” and
by the time the course ended he had a
new major. His feelings concerning the
“core” curriculum had also changed.
“It was because of the variety of
courses that I had to take that I really
discovered psychology,” Dr. Van Eyl
said. “So not only does a program like
ours broaden one’s mind or perspective
of life, it also provides a wonderful
opportunity to discover what you’re
really like and what you can do best.”
Armed with his new direction, he
enrolled in graduate school in
experimental psychology at Claremont
in California. Perhaps inevitably, he
wasn’t gone long.
Learning that one of his Hope
professors had fallen ill. Dr. Van Eyl
offered to help by teaching some courses
temporarily. That wasn’t necessary, but
a position in psychology was available.
He took it. While away he’d
developed a great appreciation for what
the college offered — the education, the
Christian character and the people — and
he saw potential in psychology at Hope.
“Here was an opportunity to build a
department worthy of a place like Hope
College,” he said. “I think most people
like to have a chance to build something,
and so to be a part of that was a real
joy.”
When Dr. Van Eyl joined the faculty
in the fall of 1959, he and Dr. Robert De
Haan were the department, and the two
professors shared a single office in Van
Raalte Hall’s upper reaches.
In 1961, the department moved from
Van Raalte Hall into Shields Cottage.
The extra space enabled Dr. Van Eyl to
design Hope’s first laboratory in
experimental psychology, and also
provided room for growth.
Today the department has even better
quarters in the Peale Science Center,
which also has laboratories he designed.
The nine full-time professors are
recognized for their teaching and
scholarship.
Dr. Van Eyl provided leadership as
psychology chairperson for many years.
He also established Hope’s chapter of
Psi Chi, the national psychology
honorary society.
In addition, he founded the men’s
soccer program, which he coached from
1965 to 1968. He recalls that the
program largely started to provide
international students with a familiar
team sport. Raised abroad, he
appreciated the opportunity’s
importance.
“I felt a great deal of empathy here,”
he said. “It was not just a love of soccer,
but a desire to become integrated with
the student body.”
Dr. Van Eyl’s appreciation of Hope
students was one of the major reasons he
chose to teach at Hope.
“Our students have always been, for
lack of another word, very decent,” Dr.
Van Eyl said. “They’re the kind of
students that you would readily adopt as
your own children.”
Actually, four Hope students were Dr.
Van Eyl’s children. Daughter Evelyn
graduated in 1980, daughter Christina in
1982, daughter Sonia in 1984 and son
Paul in 1987. His wife, “Mickie”
VanEgmond ’50 Van Eyl, is also a Hope
graduate, as was his first wife, Miriam
Gemmill ’53 Van Eyl, who died in 1982.
When this year concludes, Dr. Van
Eyl will leave Hope a third time. Who
knows, however, what the future will
bring? His own experiences have taught
him to be open to the possibilities.
“It’s good to have goals, to plan, but
it’s surprising how often circumstances
change all of that — sometimes for the
worse, of course, but quite often for the
better,” Dr. Van Eyl said.
“So my advice to young people is to
be open to that — to have some ideas of
what you want to do, but in the
meantime to keep listening and be
prepared to do something different if the
opportunity is there,” he said.
Eugene Jekel ’52
chemistry
7 hen he decided not to pursue a
T T career in high school teaching.
Dr. Eugene Jekel ’52 of the chemistry
faculty unwittingly set himself up to
have more influence in the field than he
ever could have imagined.
After his first year at Hope he
planned to be a high school chemistry
teacher, but as the years passed realized
that wasn’t quite the right direction.
Instead, when he graduated he went on
to graduate school at Purdue University,
and returned to Hope as a faculty
member in 1955.
Nine years later he was coordinating
the college’s new “Summer Workshop
and Leadership Activities Project,”
which was funded by the National
Science Foundation (NSF) and designed
for teachers of Advanced Placement and
second-year high school chemistry.
During the program’s 24-year run,
approximately 1,050 high school
teachers from throughout the United
States participated. They gained
additional knowledge of chemistry and
a battery of laboratory experiments to
enhance their teaching for years to
come. As the teachers’ mentor. Dr.
Jekel found a way to help make
chemistry more meaningful for tens of
thousands of high school students.
His role with the Summer Institute,
however, was only one dimension of his
work at the college.
Since 1977, he has also been the chief
advisor for Hope students applying to
medical and dental school. Throughout
this time the average acceptance rate
has been 90 percent for medical school
and 100 percent for dental school.
The statistics say much about the
quality of Hope’s students and program,
but they also pay tribute to Dr. Jekel’ s
careful work in helping the students
through the process, including holding
pre-admissions interviews to help
prepare them for the real thing.
Dr. Jekel has also reached all of the
college’s chemistry students since 1976,
although they may not know it, as
coordinator of the college’s General
Chemistry lecture and laboratory
programs.
In addition to his teaching, he served
as chemistry chairperson for six years
and as faculty sponsor of the Hope
chapter of the Alpha Epsilon Delta
(AED) pre-medical society. For four
years he was AED’s national treasurer.
He is a frequent presenter at annual
chemical education conferences, for 14
years served as reader of the Advanced
Placement Chemistry Examination and
has conducted numerous College Board
workshops throughout the Midwest for
Advanced Placement chemistry
teachers. Since 1982, he has been a
member of the committee that produces
the American Chemical Society
Advanced High School Chemistry
Examination, and on 1 1 occasions he
has served as a panelist to review
proposals for NSF teacher enhancement
programs.
(Please see “JEKEL" on page seven.)












Michigan Academy of Sciences, Arts and
Letters on Friday, March 5.
The paper, “Democratic Discourse:
Language and Political Change in England
c. 1780-1832,” grew out of an
investigation Dr. Baer and Morgan
conducted last summer, which was
supported by a student/faculty cooperative
research grant from Hope. They explored
current work in linguistic theory and then
applied it to a study of how changing
political language affected the
development of democracy in 1 8th- and
1 9th-century England.
Rodney F. Boyer, professor of
chemistry, has had the second edition of
his textbook Modern Experimental
Biochemistry published by the
Benjamin/Cummings Publishing Company
of Redwood City, Calif.
The book is for undergraduate biochem-
istry laboratory courses. The 1986 first
edition has been used in about 200 colleges
and universities.
Dr. Boyer will also appear on television
in West Michigan on Monday, April 12.
He will be on the program Profiles in
Survival on WZZM, TV 13, of Grand
Rapids, Mich., discussing his work in
cancer-related research.
The survivors profiled will include Tim
Vanderveen ’89 of Spring Lake, Mich.
Mihai Craioveanu, associate professor
of violin/viola, performed a concert in




Series, and gave sev-
eral concerts as soloist
with orchestra and in
recital in Europe.
In March he was the
violin soloist in the
Sibelius Violin Concerto with the Hope
College Orchestra at the Mendel Center for
Performing Arts at Lake Michigan College
in Benton Harbor, Mich.
Dance prof appointed
to national committee
IV/T axine DeBruyn, professor of
It A dance and chairperson of the
department, has been appointed to the
national planning committee for the
National Assessment of Educational
Progress (NAEP) planning project in
arts education.
The 32-member committee’s task is
to develop a national consensus on the
content of arts education for grades
K-12 and an assessment framework to
guide the NAEP Arts Education
Assessment planned for 1996. The
committee is concerned with art, dance,
music and theatre.
Its members are content experts and
assessment specialists who share a
common concern for providing the best
and most comprehensive arts education
assessment in U.S. schools. Professor
DeBruyn is one of seven representatives
from the field of dance.
The Planning Committee will meet six
times in the Washington, D.C., area
during the course of the project, which is
due to be completed in March of 1994.
Similar committees are also working in
the humanities, natural sciences and
social sciences.
NAEP is the only nationally
representative and continuing
assessment of what America’s students
know and can do in various subject
areas. It makes its information on
student performance and related factors
available to policy makers, parents,
practitioners and the general public,
contributing to the nation’s evaluation of
the condition and progress of student
achievement.
NAEP is a congressionally mandated
project of the National Center for
Education Statistics, U.S. Department of
Education.
Maxine DeBruyn
The 1996 NAEP Arts Education
Consensus planning project is being
conducted by the Council of Chief State
School Officers (CCSSO) through a
contract provided by the National
Assessment Governing Board (NAGB).
Working with the Council as
subcontractors are the Council for Basic
Education and the College Board.
Professor DeBruyn, a member of the
Hope faculty since 1965, is active in
issues related to the arts. Her other
current appointments include chairing
the Planning and Assessment Committee
of the Michigan Council for the Arts and
Cultural Affairs, and serving as a board
member of the National Association of
Schools of Dance.
She has also done consulting and
workshop leading for the state of South
Carolina and New York state, dealing
with dance assessment for the states’
departments of education, uk
James Gentile of
the biology faculty
has been appointed to








Professor of Biology at Hope, and will
serve on the board as a toxicologist.
The board was established to review and
grant or deny final approval for each
hazardous waste management facility
construction permit referred to it by the
Department of Natural Resources. The
appointees represent a variety of interests
and areas of expertises.
Dr. Gentile is currently on a year-long
sabbatical. In February, he participated in
“Toward a Research-Rich Educational
Environment,” a Project Kaleidoscope
colloquium held at the National Academy
of Sciences in Washington, D.C., and
designed to help make undergraduate
science education more hands-on.
Jack Holmes and Pilkyu Kim of the
political science faculty made presentations
during the International Studies
Association’s annual conference, which ran
Wednesday through Saturday, March
24—27, in Acapulco, Mexico.
Dr. Holmes presented “Economic
Indicators: Long and Short Term Trends
and U.S. Foreign Policy Assertiveness,”
which will form the basis of a chapter in a
book he is writing. A professor of political
science and chairperson of the department,
he was accompanied by two students who
have been assisting with the project:
senior Doug Mesecar of Caledonia, Mich.,
and sophomore Craig Monette of
Muskegon, Mich.
Dr. Kim presented two papers: “Human
Rights: A Confucian Perspective” and
“Chinese Attitudes Toward Human Rights:
The Treatment of Aliens” before two
different panels. His research, which
included a fall of 1992 sabbatical that took
him to China, is also for a book he is
writing: The Human Rights and
International Law: A Comparative Study
of China, Japan and the United States. Dr.
Kim is an assistant professor of political
science.
George Ralph, professor of theatre, has
recently received several honors for his
writing of tanka poetry.
He had three poems selected in the
“Third ‘Mirrors’ International Tanka
Contest,” and they were published in
February in Tanka Splendor 1992 by
AHA Books. Poets in nine countries
submitted a total of 615 entries, of which
3 1 were chosen for publication. Dr.
Ralph was the only poet to have had as
many as three poems selected.
Another of Dr. Ralph’s tanka received
first honorable mention in the “Haiku
Poets of Northern California 1992 San
Francisco International Haiku, Senryu,
and Tanka Contest.” A single
prize-winner and three honorable
mentions were selected from 101 entries
received from poets in eight countries.
Dr. Ralph has been asked to serve as
judge this year for the “Fourth ‘Mirrors’
International Tanka Contest, and has also
been appointed by the Poetry Society of
Japan to serve as final judge of its “Third







issues for the U.S.
Council for Energy
Awareness.
He spent March 9
and 10 in
Washington, D.C.,
obtaining additional background for his
presentations. He conducted a four-day
informational tour in Nevada later in the
month, completed a similar visit to New
Mexico in January and has also spoken in
Detroit.
Dr. Williams is on an Educational
Outreach Committee for the U.S.
Department of Energy’s Office of Civilian
Radioactive Waste Management in
Washington, D.C., and during a 1988-89
sabbatical worked with the office’s public
information section.
During the tours he works with or
through the media, helping to educate and
inform the public. Some tours include
presentations to service clubs, such as the
Detroit Rotary Club, and working with
high school teachers and students.
Jekel (continued from page six)
Concerning his time at the college, he
noted, “I’ve really liked the teaching
environment at Hope.”
“I’ve appreciated the quality of
students that we’ve had, and I
appreciated very much the teaching
colleagues that I’ve had in chemistry as
well as over the campus,” he said.
“We've cooperated well with each
other.”
Dr. Jekel has been appreciated, too,
both on-campus and off-campus.
In 1985, he received national
recognition for his work when the
Chemical Manufacturers Association
presented him with the “National
Catalyst Award” for excellence in
teaching college chemistry. He received
a Distinguished Alumni Award from
Hope in 1987, the same year he was
named to an endowed chair: The Drs.
Edward A. and Elizabeth Hofma
Professorship of Chemistry.
Dr. Jekel hasn’t been alone in his
work. His wife. Dr. Elaine Jekel, is an
adjunct professor of chemistry at Hope,
and played a major role in coordinating
the NSF Summer Institute in addition to
teaching. They have two children, one of
whom, Karen, is a 1989 Hope graduate.
Although he’s retiring, Dr. Jekel won’t
be finished teaching. He will continue an
on-going project, compiling the best
laboratory experiments shared through
the Summer Institute. They’ll be
available on computer disk so that
teachers can tailor the experiments.
His influence will continue,
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Baccalaureate and Commencement will be May 9
r I 'Hie 128th Commencement
JL ceremony at Hope College will be
held on Sunday, May 9, and approximately
500 graduating seniors will be
participating.
This year’s Commencement speaker
will be Dr. Harvey Blankespoor of the
college’s biology faculty, who will
present “Fire, Furnaces, Families, and
Famines.” Beth Marcus ’42, president of
the General Synod of the Reformed
Church in America (RCA), will give the
Baccalaureate sermon, titled “Changes
and Choices.”
Commencement will be held on Sunday,
May 9, at 3 p.m. in Holland Municipal
Stadium. Baccalaureate will be held at
9:30 a.m. and 1 1 a.m. in Dimnent
Memorial Chapel.
The two Baccalaureate services mark a
departure from past practice. The second
service has been added to better
accommodate the many family members
wishing to attend the event. The college’s
recent graduating classes have been large,
with the result that the chapel has been
unable to seat everyone.
Dr. Blankespoor is the Frederich Garrett
and Helen Floor Dekker Professor of
Biology at Hope, as well as chairperson of
the department of biology. He was named
the 1991 national “Professor of the Year"
by The Council for Advancement and
Support of Education (CASE) and The
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement
of Teaching.
CASE began the annual Professor of the
Year competition in 1981 to recognize
undergraduate faculty members for
extraordinary commitment to
undergraduate teaching, for their
contributions to the lives and careers of
students, and their service to their
institutions and the teaching profession.
For Dr. Blankespoor, the national
recognition led to two visits to the White
House, an appearance on the Hour of
Power television program, and a variety of
engagements as a speaker.
He has spent more than a quarter of a
century working in parasitology, from as
far away as the Sudan and Ecuador, to as
nearby as Michigan's Lake Leelanau,
following an emphasis that developed
during his graduate work at Iowa State
University.
Dr. Blankespoor has been a member of
the Hope faculty since 1976. In 1980 the
senior class elected him the recipient of
the “Hope Outstanding Professor-
Educator” (H.O.P.E.) Award, presented
annually to the professor the students feel
exemplifies the best qualities of a Hope
faculty member.
He earned his B.A. from Westmar
College in Iowa in 1963, and both his
M.S. and Ph.D. from Iowa State
University. He was an assistant professor
of zoology at the University of Michigan
from 1972 to 1976, and currently serves as
professor of zoology at the University of
Michigan Biological Station.
Marcus was a member of the RCA staff
for 33 years, retiring in 1986. She was
executive for the Board of North
American Missions for 15 years, was
director of promotion and communication
for three years, and for 1 3 years served
Two will receive
honorary degrees
XT ope will present honorary degrees
XX to two alumni during the college’s
Commencement exercises on May 9.
The Rev. Calvin DeVries ’43 of Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, will receive the doctorate of
divinity (D.D.). Dr. Roger Voskuyl ’32 of
Pasadena, Calif., will receive the
doctorate of letters (Litt.D.).
Rev. DeVries served as a pastor for
more than 40 years, and throughout his
career was dedicated to inter-faith and
interracial understanding, and peace. Dr.
Voskuyl is president emeritus of
Westmont College, and served during a
period of dramatic change for the Santa
Barbara, Calif., college.
“Calvin DeVries was selected to receive
an honorary degree in view of his long,
successful and highly visible Christian
ministry, and Roger Voskuyl is being
recognized for his outstanding career in
higher education,” said Hope College
President Dr. John H. Jacobson. “We’re
proud of the careers they chose and of
their service to the Kingdom.”
Rev. DeVries is pastor emeritus of First
Presbyterian Church in Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, which he served as senior minister
from 1977 to 1989. Other churches he
served include Larchmont (N.Y.) Avenue
Church; First Presbyterian Church of
Danville, 111.; Sherwood Presbyterian
Church of Washington, D.C.; Fourth
Presbyterian Church of Chicago, 111.; and
Suydam Street Reformed Church of New
Brunswick, N.J.
His time with Sherwood (1957-62) was
particularly challenging because he was
pastor while the church was becoming
racially integrated. “When I was pastor it
was the first residential Presbyterian
Church in Washington to deal frontally
with inclusive membership,” he said.
He was an instructor for Protestantism
courses at Mt. Mercy College in Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, from 1983 to 1990, and is
one of two summer supply ministers for
St. Timothy’s Chapel in Southern Cross,
Mont. Rev. DeVries served on the boards
of Illinois College in Jacksonville, 111., of
Johnson C. Smith Theological Seminary
in Atlanta, Ga„ and of Coe College in
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, and also was or is a
member of several denominational and
professional organizations.
Rev. DeVries is the author of several
articles. He received an award from the
Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith
for inter-faith and inter-racial work in
Danville, 111., in 1966, and holds a citation
from the Cedar Rapids Christian-Jewish
Dialogue Group for work in inter-faith
relations.
His wife is Janet Clark ’43 DeVries.
They have two daughters: Janet ’72 and
Nancy ’74.
Dr. Voskuyl was president of Westmont
College from 1950 to 1968. The college
Beth Marcus '42
concurrently as director of voluntary
services and as executive director of
Reformed Church Women.
In retirement she remained active in the
denomination, and in June of 1991 was
elected to a one-year term as vice
president of the RCA’s General Synod.
When she was elected to the presidency in
June of 1992, she became the first woman
elected to the position in the
denomination’s 364-year history. She
continues to be involved in the RCA as a
member of the Commission on
Women — and serves as an elder in her
church. Third Reformed in Holland.
Rev. Calvin DeVries '43
was 10 years old when he arrived, and had
only 219 students, a few Quonset huts and
the buildings of the estate on which it is
located. Westmont had also recently lost
more than half its faculty.
During Dr. Voskuyl ’s tenure, the
student body grew to 750 (and is presently
1,200), the faculty was built and seven
major buildings were constructed. “It was
a challenging (to say the least) and
thrilling experience but, under God, to
witness the progress made,” he said.
In a 1990 retrospective, the Westmont
College La Paz said, “His 18-year tenure
as president brought remarkable change
and progress, but not at the cost of the
College’s heritage. ..(T)he tradition of
Westmont as an excellent Christian liberal
Dr. Harvey Blankespoor
Marcus graduated from Hope in 1942,
and also holds an M.A. from the
University of Michigan. She received an
honorary doctorate from Hope in 1 960.
Coincidentally, Marcus will be the first
Baccalaureate speaker since 1987 whose
last name has not started with the letter
“B.” The intervening speakers were: the
Rev. Dr. Timothy Brown ’73 in 1992; the
Rev. Ronald Beyer ’61 in 1991; the Rev.
Dr. Robert W. Bedingfield ’56 in 1990;
Dr. Wayne Boulton in 1989; and the Rev.
Robert Bast ’58 in 1988.
In the event of rain. Commencement
will be held at the Holland Civic Center*^
Dr. Roger Voskuyl ’32
arts college endured.”
After leaving Westmont, Dr. Voskuyl
was executive director of the Council for
the Advancement of Small Colleges. He
also remained active in Westmont’s
college development efforts.
Prior to serving with Westmont, he was
a member of the faculty at Wheaton
College in Illinois. He was a member of
the chemistry faculty from 1938 to 1950,
was dean of the college from 1947 to
1950, and was acting president from 1947
to 1948.
Dr. Voskuyl was a research chemist and
group leader with the Manhattan Project
from 1943 to 1945.
His wife is Margaret. He has three
children: Ruth, Jane and Howard,
EIGHT
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Alumni linked to career search
The Career Planning and Placement Office’s strategies for helping new graduates find jobs include encouraging alumni
to make the college aware of opportunities within their organizations. Here Brad Votava '92 of the Detroit, Mich., office
of Deloitte and Touche meets with Mary Wahmhoff'93 of Fennville, Mich.
by Brian Paige ’93
X^eening abreast of the career market is no easy
X^.task in light of the current economic climate. The
Hope College Career Planning and Placement Office,
however, has developed a new program which makes it
easier for Hope students to find career opportunities while
offering a chance for alumni to become involved with
Hope College in a new way.
The new program, called the Employment Opportunity
Program for Hope Seniors, attempts to connect current
Hope students with potential job and career opportunities
suggested to the Career Planning and Placement Office
by alumni who are aware of openings in their
organizations. Areas of particular interest include the
private business sector, non-profit and human services
organizations, media and education, as well as local and
federal government opportunities.
“Any opportunities in these areas which alumni suggest
will be more than welcomed by us, and the information
can be passed directly on to students who can then
forward resumes in response,” said Dale Austin, director
of career planning and placement. “This is an additional
way to expand our resources for our students.”
Although the program has only recently been
formalized, Austin and his staff have been utilizing what
he calls “the alumni connection” for the past several
years.
“On a very informal basis we have already enlisted the
help of our alumni in the educational field,” he said. “For
example, for a number of years I have contacted between
450 and 500 alumni nationally and asked them if they are
aware of any teaching post vacancies. We average about
200 job openings per year from doing this.”
Austin also notes that the program is really only an
extension of the Career Planning and Placement Office’s
on-going job placement program.
“The program is new in terms of the medium through
which we are going, the alumni. It is not new in that this
is what we do all the time,” he said. “We are constantly
approaching employers to recruit our students. We are
involved in eight or nine major job fair programs that
begin in October and run through May.”
“We’ve also started some off-campus recruiting
programs which other GLCA schools to place students in
the Chicago and Twin-Cities areas,” he said.
For companies that do not have the finances or
resources to directly recruit from college campuses like
Hope, Austin thinks that the alumni link might be a
positive way to find highly qualified college graduates.
“We have a range of organizations who visit our
campus each year, but there are also several smaller
organizations which do not have established recruiting
programs with a high-powered recruiting staff and a
budget that allows them to visit colleges, and we would
very much like to respond to the needs of these
organizations," he said.
The new program also offers alumni a new way to
become involved with Hope College.
“This is a way that alumni who again want to be
involved in the life of the college can be given the chance
to do so in a new way,” he said. “And, given what I
know about the support of Hope alumni, I am excited
about responding to the opportunities that come in on
behalf of our current students."
The program, although relatively young, already boasts
several successes. Austin cites a recent example.
“Tom Bouwer ’89, a student I worked with when he
was a senior at Hope, went to work for a company that
does active recruiting on campus, Andersen Consulting,”
he said. “After being with Andersen for a period of time
doing technical consulting, he moved into a broader
consulting job with Deloitte and Touche and was
responsible for initiating Deloitte and Touche’s active
recruiting on campus.”
“Last year they hired Brad Votava ’92, who is now
with the Detroit office of Deloitte and Touche. This past
January, Brad and another representative came to
interview on campus,” Austin said. “Now several of our
students are returning to Deloitte and Touche to
interview.”
Votava, who has now been with Deloitte and Touche
for nine months, believes that his return to the Hope
College campus in a professional capacity, besides
evoking a strong sense of nostalgia, was very beneficial
both for the candidates and the organization.
“It was a strange feeling to return to Hope and talk with
people who were peers only a year ago, but it was also
good to discuss what my own expectations were at that
time, and whether they have been met,” he said.
Votava also recalls his own feelings as he approached
career decisions and offers helpful advice for will-be job'
seekers.
“A lot of seniors feel like their backs are to the wall,
and with that feeling comes a sense of desperation,” he
said. “But instead of thinking about who will hire, a
student ought to think about what they can contribute. He
or she should pursue a career direction in what they
enjoy.”
Votava speaks highly of his Hope liberal arts
background, which he believes has given him an
advantage over some of his colleagues.
“Hope College prepared me for the market not in terms
of technical skills, as many other schools do, but rather in
terms of teaching me effective communication,
self-confidence, poise in difficult situations, and
leadership,” he said.
When reflecting back on the help from Austin and his
staff, Votava remembers that they were both personable
and professional.
“They were there to calm me down, provide focus and
direction, and also brought opportunities right to the
doorstep,” he said. “I really owe my first job to the folks
over there.”
Austin notes that Deloitte and Touche is only one of a
number of organizations who actively recruit on campus
with alumni.
“The same story can be told for Andersen Consulting,”
he said. “They hire several Hope graduates every year
and when they come to campus several of those alumni
return. We have a reception as well as a presentation and
this allows the alumni to mingle with current students and
answer questions.”
The Career Planning and Placement Office, besides
providing a link between alumni and students, also offers
a variety of other services to current students and recent
graduates.
For the student in the process of seeking employment,
there is help with resume writing, job hunting and
interviewing skills. Also offered are career assessment
tools including the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator test to
match career possibilities with personality traits and an
extensive career library which contains information on a
variety of vocations in all academic areas.
“Making the transition from college to the world of
employment is a big step,” Austin said. “The Career
Planning and Placement Office wants to help Hope
students identify the careers their interests match and
assist them in finding employment in those careers.”
“The Employment Opportunity Program for Hope
Seniors is an important part of our overall program,” he
said. “And it’s an important part in which alumni play an
important role.”
(EDITOR’S NOTE: Additional information on the
Employment Opportunity Program for Hope Seniors may
be obtained by calling Dale Austin at (616) 394-7950.
Please also see the advertisement on page 16.) ̂
“The Employment Opportunity Program for Hope Seniors
is an important part of our overall program. And it’s an
important part in which alumni play an important role.”
— Dale Austin
Director of Career Planning and Placement
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Swimming performances highlight winl
r | 1 he 1 993 swimming campaign was
A one for the books at Hope College as
national caliber performances highlighted a
successful winter sports season.
For the first time, both the men’s and
women’s swimming teams were undefeated
in dual meets; each won their respective
Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Association
(MIAA) championship; and at the NCAA
Division III national championships they each
accumulated the highest point total of any
MIAA entry in history with the Flying
Dutchmen swimmers finishing third in the
nation and the Flying Dutch seventh.
As a result, Hope remains in the thick of the
MIAA all-sports race. Through the end of
the winter sports season Hope and Calvin are
in their customary battle for the award, which
is presented to the MIAA college with the
best cumulative standings in all league sports.
Calvin is leading the all-sports race with 98
points, followed by Hope with 95, Kalamazoo
81, Albion 73, Alma 67, Adrian 39 and Olivet
22. Hope is the defending all-sports
champion and has won the award 1 0 of the
last 1 3 years.
Flying Dutchmen Had 17
All-American Performances
Four silver medal finishes led the way to 17
All-America performances as the Flying
Dutchmen amassed 335 points at the national
championship meet.
The men’s nationals culminated a
productive two weeks for the Hope swimming
program, which is coached by John Patnott.
Since starting the swimming program at Hope
in 1978, Pamott has coached his teams to 17
conference championships — 12 by Ihe women
and five by the men. The list of
All-Americans under his tutelage has grown
to 53, including five national champions.
The complete performance of the men’s
team was evidenced by the fact that 24 of
Hope’s 25 national entries advanced to either
the championship or consolation finals. The
Flying Dutchmen excelled in the freestyle
events, highlighted by four of the nation’s top
eight Division III swimmers in the 200-yard
freestyle.
Senior Jon Hescott of Holland, Mich.,
became Hope’s most decorated All-American
male swimmer. This year he was an NCAA
medalist in three freestyle events and another
four relays to raise his career total to 1 8
All-America performances. At nationals he
was fourth in the 100-yard freestyle and sixth
in both the SO^yard and 200-yard freestyle
races.
Senior Jeff Bannink of Holland, Mich.,
culminated a brilliant career with silver medal
performances at nationals in the 200-yard
individual medley and 200-yard freestyle. He
was an NCAA All-American 14 times in his
career.
Bannink and Hescott joined sophomore
Kirk Assink of Holland, Mich., and Steve
him
Hope of Plainwell, Mich., in a silver medal
performance in the 800-yard freestyle relay.
It was the third consecutive year that a Hope
entry has finished first or second in that event.
The Flying Dutchmen also demonstrated
that they’re a team for the future. Freshman
Keith Nykamp of Holland, Mich., culminated
an outstanding first collegiate year by
winning the silver medal in the 200-yard
backstroke. It’s the best finish by a Hope
freshman at a national meet. Nykamp was
also an All-American in the 100-yard
backstroke with a sixth place finish.
Sophomores accounted for five
All-America finishes. Assink was fifth in the
200-yard freestyle and sixth in the 500-yard
freestyle, Hope was seventh in the 200-yard
freestyle and eighth in the 500-yard freestyle;
and Jack Methric of Holland, Mich., was
fourth in the 100-yard backstroke.
The Flying Dutchmen had an
All-American sweep in relay events with
medal performances in all five of its entries.
Hescott and Bannink were members of four of
the relay teams. They were joined by Assink,
Hope and Methric as well as senior Brian
Bollone of Wyoming, Mich., sophomore Dan
Knapp of Ypsilanti, Mich., freshman Shawn
Kinser of Shelton, Wash., and junior Brad
Genson of Midland, Mich.
Seven Hope swimmers were voted to the
MIAA all-conference team. Bannink and
Hescott were honored for a third consecutive
year while Assink, Hope and Knapp were
named for a second year and Kinser and
Nykamp for the first time.
Dawn Hoving Repeats As
National Butterfly Champion
The march by the Flying Dutch to national
prominence was very much a family affair.
Sisters Dawn and Kristen Hoving of Oak
Brook, 111., combined for five individual
All-American performances as the Hying
Dutch finished among the nation’s top ten
Division III teams for the third consecutive
year.
The Hying Dutch totaled 217 points for a
school and MIAA record at a women’s
national meet. There were nine
All-American performances which is notable
because five of Hope’s eight entries were
appearing in this national competition for the
first time.
Junior Dawn Hoving won two national
championships and was the silver medalist in
another event, while her freshman sister
Kristen was an All-American four times.
Dawn successfully defended her national
championship in the 200-yard butterfly and
also won the gold medal in the 100-yard
butterfly. She had the nation’s fastest times in
those events throughout the season. She was
also the silver medalist in the 200-yard
individual medley. Dawn has now been an
NCAA All-American 14 times during her
career.
Kristen finished third in both the
1 ,650-yard freestyle and 500-yard freestyle.
She was also an All-American in two relays.
The Flying Dutch also had four
All-America relay performances. The
400-yard medley and 400-yard freestyle
relay each finished sixth while the 200-yard
freestyle and 800-yard freestyle relays were
seventh.
Women’s swimming became a family affair, with sisters Kristen (left) and Dawn Hoving
earning five All-American awards. In addition. Dawn won two national championships.
The Hoving sisters were joined in the
various relays by freshman Michelle Mojzak
of Grand Rapids, Mich., junior Monica
Bullard of Traverse City, Mich., freshman
m
Standout performances in all sports gave the bdei
Dawn DeBoer of Spring Lake, Mich.,
freshman Teresa Kirkland of Cheney, Wash.,
freshman Denice Masselink of Holland,
Mich., and junior Jennifer Noorman of
Grandville, Mich.
Dawn Hoving was voted the most valuable
swimmer in the MIAA for the second
consecutive year. She was joined on the
All-MIAA team by Bullard, senior Erica
Hansen of Battle Creek, Mich., Kristen









Roller Coaster Season Still
Results In Record Outcome
The Flying Dutchmen men’s basketball
team posted a 14th consecutive winning
season in what was considered to be a
rebuilding year.
A mid-season four-game losing streak
spoiled Hope’s MIAA title aspirations, but a
strong finish that included six consecutive
wins resulted in an outstanding 18-8 record
and third place finish in a very competitive
MIAA race.
The home court advantage continued to
favor the Flying Dutchmen, who posted a
school-record 12 victories at the fabled
Holland Civic Center. In 39 seasons at the
Civic Center the Flying Dutchmen are
329-92 and over the last 1 1 years are 107-10
there.
Freshman Duane Bosma of Wyoming,
Mich., became only the second Hope player
to score more than 400 points as a first-year
varsity player. He finished with 403 points to
lead the Flying Dutchmen in scoring at 16.1
points per game. The record for points by a
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winter sports season
ve the basketball cheerleaders plenty to cheer about!
first-year player is 412 by Paul Benes in
ish., 1955-56.
The 6-9 Bosma also had the distinction of
achieving All-MIAA first team honors.
Senior Steve Hendrickson of Wyoming,
able Mich., a second generation Hope














year Freshman Duane Bosma of Wyoming,
nts to Wi'c/i., became only the second Hope player
|6.l 'o receive more than 400 points as a first-
>y a .'ear varsi ty player.
second team. His father Jerry ’60 was a
multiple-sport athlete at Hope.
The team had five seniors led by captain
Jeff DeMasse of Sterling Heights, Mich.,
who was a four-year letterwinner.
Individual Performances
Highlight Flying Dutch Season
The Flying Dutch women’s basketball
team posted an 8-15 overall record and
finished in a tie for fifth place in the MIAA
standings.
Sophomore center Kristin Carlson of
Spring Lake, Mich., was voted to the
All-MIAA second team. This season she led
the conference in rebounding (10.2 boards
per game) and field goal shooting (60
percent).
Senior guard Katie Kowalczyk of
Caledonia, Mich., established a Hope single
season record for three-point baskets. Three
times during the season Kowalczyk tied the
Hope single game record for three-pointers
with five.
Senior Jamie Crooks of Grand Rapids,
Mich., was voted a GTE-CoSIDA first team
basketball academic All-American. She is
the first Hope basketball player — male or
female — to achieve this honor. (See story on
this page.)
This was also the final year under coach
Sue Wise, who will leave the Hope faculty
after the school year with plans to attend
seminary next fall. In four seasons Wise
guided the Flying Dutch to a 5 1-46 record.
A highlight under Wise was winning the




by Eva Dean Folkert '83
I ’d much rather be busy than bored."
A It’s a commendable motto. One
that senior Jamie Crooks follows quite
faithfully.
Of course, it’s really not possible to
become bored when you are: active in
Hope’s Fellowship of Christian Athletes;
a member of Alpha Epsilon Delta, the
pre-medical honor society; a part-time
worker at the Dow Center; a statistician
for the women’s volleyball team; an
in-demand babysitter; co-captain and
starting forward on Hope's women’s
basketball team, averaging 10.7 points
and 5.7 rebounds per game; and a biology
major and biochemistry minor with an
unblemished 4.0 grade point average.
That’s all A’s. No A-minuses. Just
A’s. It looks pretty on a transcript.
According to Dean Jon Huisken, the
college’s registrar, she is only the third
student during his 24 years at Hope to
maintain such perfection for four years at
Hope.
And for her efforts as a student and an
athlete, Crooks has been named
first-team Academic All-America by the
College Sports Information Directors
Association of America (CoSIDA) and
GTE, one of only five in the country
honored from NCAA Division II and III
colleges and NAIA institutions. She is
also the first basketball player at
Hope — man or woman — to receive such
an honor.
“Basketball is a nice balancing force,”
says Crooks. “It’s a release for me. If I
didn’t have basketball, I’d spend too
much time studying. And studying more
doesn’t necessarily help me do better. So
basketball helps me organize my life and
in many ways makes school a lot easier.”
“Jamie is a determined young lady,”
says Sue Wise, Hope’s women’s
basketball coach. “Let me explain. She
is clear about her priorities in life. She
has focus. Her knowing what is
important to her allows her to jump into a
task with her whole self. Her effort is
always marked with a spirit of excellence.
“Let me also say that Jamie is a coach’s
dream. She epitomizes all we, as
coaches, desire of our athletes. She plays
with utmost intensity. She puts others’
needs before her own. She is a servant,”
Professor Wise said. “And she is'willing
to learn and grow.”
During her sophomore year, though.
Crooks secretly wished for a grade lower
than an A. “I thought if I got ah
A-minus, it would take the pressure off
me, and I could relax a little more.”
It didn't happen. But with one semester
to go, there is still that possibility. Does
that make Crooks feel any extra pressure
now, having gone three-and-a-half
semesters with nothing but A's on her
grade reports?
“I’m not letting it (her grade point)
pressure me,” says Crooks, the daughter
of William and Sidney Crooks of Grand
Rapids, Mich. “If I work hard and get an
iVIHri. 'tM'"
Jamie Crooks ’93, who likes to be busy,
has propelled herself to a 4.0 grade point
average and recognition as a first-team
Academic All-American.
A-minus, and don’t feel that I could have
done any better, then that’s what I
deserved.
“Honestly, I don’t see my g.p.a. as
being that big a deal. I don’t see myself
as anything special. A lot of it is
God-given talent, and a lot of it is hard
work. I don’t slack off.”
Last October, Crooks received the letter
she had always hoped to find in her
mailbox. She was on her way toward
becoming a physician. Crooks was
accepted in the University of Michigan
Medical School as an early-decision
applicant.
Of the 5,100 applications the U-of-M
Medical School received this year, only
170 were accepted. Of those 170, only 30
percent were admitted through the
early-decision program. That’s just
another testimony to Crooks’s academic
achievement. The fact that she played
basketball all four years at Hope helped a
bit, too.
With medical school ahead, though.
Crooks is worried that without a form of
release like basketball she’ll end up
spending too much time in the library or
at her desk.
She could always take up a new,
non-team sport like golf.
“Faced with the option of boredom or
golf. I'd rather be bored.”
Okay, maybe she doesn’t follow her
motto to perfection. So what? Big deal!
Her transcript says she does.
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The Philadelphia Experience
by Lynne Powe ’86
T? mbarking on a voyage of
discovery, Hope College students
travel to Philadelphia each semester to
pursue educational challenges, explore
career options, encounter different
cultures, experience personal growth and
expand their horizons.
They’re participating in The
Philadelphia Center, an off-campus,
liberal arts program designed to promote
intellectual and professional growth
through academic and experiential
learning in an urban environment.
According to Tony Muiderman,
professor of business administration and
one of Hope’s faculty liaisons for the
program, the lessons are learned in many
ways. “The program provides that
experience through internships and
seminar classes, through the people and
resources available in the community,
and through the students’ exposure to the
community process and community
problems,” he said.
Students spend four days a week
interning with professionals in a variety
of occupations. They also enroll in two
academic courses: a city seminar that
examines urban life and an elective
seminar.
The program is sponsored by the Great
Lakes Colleges Association (GLCA).
Hope College, which serves as the agent
college for the Philadelphia Center, was
instrumental in the creation of the
program. Dr. Robert DeHaan, former
Hope College professor of psychology
and education, served as the first director
for the program, developing the format
upon which the program is still based.
During its 25-year history, the
Philadelphia Center has enrolled more
than four thousand students, more than
700 of whom came from Hope.
From the first day, participants are
encouraged to become self-sufficient and
independent. After a week-long
orientation, students are challenged to
find roommates and housing. They must
face practical issues such as dealing with
landlords and leases, hooking up
telephones and utilities, renting furniture
and learning the city’s transportation
system.
While students are encouraged to
function on their own, the Center staff is
always there if needed.
“The faculty and staff are there to back
you up,” said Karen Atkeson ’93 of
Greenville, Mich. “They give you
guidance and suggestions, but let you
make your own decisions.”
“The student is walking a tightrope,”
explained Stevens Brooks, executive
director of The Philadelphia Center.
“Right underneath the tightrope, but out
of sight, is the net, which is the program.
Our goal is to have students make it all
the way across the tightrope, but if they
fall, the net is right there and they can
climb back up on the tightrope. The fall
is never fatal.”
After obtaining housing, students find
their own internship. This process
involves creating a resume, reviewing the
Center’s extensive placement files and
interviewing.
“With more than 700 different
placements, ranging from architecture to
zoology, the opportunities for
professional learning are virtually
unlimited,” said Dr. Jacob E. Nyenhuis,
provost and professor of classics.
“Students in business have the
opportunity to learn first-hand what it
would be like to be part of a large
corporation,” he said. “Students
interested in the law can be involved in a
variety of legal settings. Students
interested in medicine can work at a
hospital and those interested in the arts
can work in one of the many museums.”
For many, the Philadelphia program is
an opportunity to clarify vocational
issues. It allows students to explore a
career possibility in a non-threatening
way, without making a long-term
commitment.
“I was looking for a broad internship,”
said Christina Rutgers ’93 of Holland,
Mich. “I had five supervisors and
worked in seven of eight units in the
hospital. My experience helped me make
a decision about what type of career I
want to pursue.”
“The people I worked with were
extremely professional. They were
supportive and interested in my ideas,”
said Joel Lefever ’86, who worked at the
Philadelphia Museum of Art and is now
pursuing a master’s degree in history
museum studies. “My supervisor made
an effort to show me all the different
departments in order to give me an idea
of all the career possibilities within a
museum.”
Students sometimes obtain jobs as a
result of their experience.
“The internship I had at Penn Mutual
gave me hands-on experience in
Corporate Communications,” said Ada
Hamilton ’85 Quinn. “I was doing work
that they would actually pay someone to
do — writing, editing, and working with
clients.”
“When the semester ended, I decided
to stay in Philadelphia and my internship
then turned into a paid consulting
position,” she said. “It gave me enough
experience that I was able to break into
the Philadelphia job market and then
obtain a full-time position a few months
later.”
One important component of the
Philadelphia program is that students
live and work in the city, where they are
forced to confront a host of metropolitan
issues.
“Many of our students come to Hope
with limited experience of an urban
environment,” Dr. Nyenhuis said. “They
learn about the dynamics of the city, and
they learn about the advantages and the
disadvantages of living in a large urban
setting.”
“Philadelphia is so diverse,” said
Shelley Blue ’94 of Millington, Mich.
“There are so many things that I had to
see for myself and experience before I
could understand them. For example,
we visited different courts, prisons and
drug rehabilitation centers and saw all
these things that happen to people.”
“It shocked me to learn that people’s
lives are so different from my own,”
Blue said. “At the same time, I became
very comfortable with the city because I
saw it as a place where there were so
many opportunities.”
Part of the Philadelphia Center’s
mission is to empower students to see
themselves as learners and as
responsible adults. When students return
to campus, many are motivated to do
better in the classroom.
“Academics is approached with a
maturity and an ownership that is
different when they come back,” noted
Dr. Joesph MacDoniels, professor of
communication and faculty liaison for
the program. “I see students who were
very marginally invested academically
when they left for Philadelphia come
back and function near the top of the
class.”
Even more noticeable is the self
confidence students develop as a result
of the experiences they’ve had.
“It’s very good for our students to go
to Philadelphia and meet kids from other
colleges in the Great Lakes Colleges
Association,” Dr. MacDoniels said.
“They discover while those students are
very capable people, that on balance
they were not more so than our students.
I really feel our students come back with
a sense of confidence that they are able
to achieve.”
“Through their internships students
become confirmed in the work place as
to their worth as people,” added Jon
Huisken, dean for academic services and
registrar. “They realize they can
perform and compete in the work place."
“It was the best semester I ever had,”
Atkeson said. “One of the most
rewarding things about my experience
was finding out that the people in my
work place had enough confidence in me
to give me real projects — projects that
the clients would actually see.”
“When I first got to Philadelphia, I
thought there was no way I could
function in the city,” Blue said. “Now,
if I had the opportunity to move to the
city, I know I can do it. The feeling that
I can survive is a really big
accomplishment.”
“Students come from the program
feeling that they’ve discovered some
things about themselves,” concluded
Professor Muiderman. “They’ve
discovered how much they already
know; they’ve discovered how good they
are; they’ve discovered people
appreciate their contributions; and
they’ve discovered Hope College has
prepared them well.”
Editor's note: The Philadelphia
Center will be celebrating its 25th
anniversary on Saturday, May 29. For
more information about the celebration
write: The Philadelphia Center:
1227-29 Walnut St.; Philadelphia, PA
19107-4943 or call (215) 574-9490.
“I was looking for a broad internship...
My experience helped me make a
decision about what type of career I
want to pursue.”
— Christina Rutgers ’93
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Alumni Association honors four
C’ our Hope alumni will receive Distinguished
XAlumni Award recognition during Alumni Day on
Saturday, May 8.
Being honored this year are Dr. Sylvia T. Ceyer ’74 of
Cambridge, Mass., Jeffrey D. Cordes ’80 of Dallas, Texas,
Beth Marcus ’42 of Holland, Mich., and Dr. M. Eugene
Osterhaven ’37 of Holland, Mich.
The annual Distinguished Alumni Awards are presented
by the Alumni Board of Directors in recognition of the
awardees’ contributions to society and service to Hope.
“Sylvia T Ceyer, we honor
you for your professional
contributions to both
education and scholarship in
physical chemistry, and your
continued support of the
chemistry program at Hope
College”
Dr. Sylvia Ceyer has been a member of
the chemistry faculty at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) since 1981,
and in 1991 was named MIT’s first W.M.
Keck Foundation Professor of Energy.
She has received a variety of honors,
including national recognition, during her
career as a chemist. She received, among
others, the American Association of
University Women Young Scholar Award
in 1988, the Nobel Laureate Signature
Award for Graduate Education from the
American Chemical Society (ACS) in 1992
and the Baker Award for Excellence in
Undergraduate Teaching in 1988. Dr. Ceyer
has also been a Camille and Henry Dreyfus
Teacher-Scholar, and was recently elected
a Fellow of Chemistry of the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences.
The author of 39 scientific publications,
she presently serves on the editorial boards
for the Journal of Chemical Physics and
Langmuir. She has been on the Executive
Committee of the Division of Physical
Chemistry of the ACS and is on the
National Research Council’s Committee on
Atomic, Molecular and Optical Sciences.
Dr. Ceyer has also served as a role model
for Hope students. She has often returned
to campus to share her knowledge and her
expertise as a seminar lecturer for the
department of chemistry, and during
Homecoming in October will be featured as
the Hope Chemistry Alumni Day Speaker.
“Jeffrey D. Cordes, we
recognize you for your
service to Hope College, your
dedication to enhancing
Hope’s alumni program, and
your contributions to your
profession.”
Jeffrey Cordes is vice president of
planning and administration for Pillowtex
Corporation, a manufacturer of home
textiles.
He joined the international company as
director of corporate planning after earning
a master’s degree. He has been involved in
all aspects of Pillowtex’s management.
Cordes has been actively involved in the
life of the college, both regionally and
nationally.
Since 1986, he has held several positions
with the Alumni Association Board of
Directors, including the vice presidency
and, from 1990 to 1992, the presidency. As
president he was national chair for Hope’s
Annual Alumni Fund drive, and was
instrumental in the drive’s success.
Cordes has organized various regional
events for alumni in Texas, and has
encouraged alumni to participate in Hope
activities. He has also assisted with the
recruitment of new students by participating
in the Admissions alumni calling program.
He served on the steering committee for
the Hope in the Future capital campaign,
and is currently the campaign’s Dallas
regional chairperson.
He and his wife, Valorie TenHaken ’79
Cordes, are members of Christ Community
Reformed Church in Dallas. In addition to
being active in his church, he is also
involved with community charity
organizations.
He and Valorie have one son, Christo-
pher Richard.
“Beth Marcus, we
recognize you for your
loyal service and leadership
in the Reformed Church
in America, and your
commitment to Hope
College ”
Beth Marcus is president of the General
Synod of the Reformed Church in America
(RCA).
She was a member of the RCA staff for
33 years, retiring in 1 986. She was
executive for the Board of North American
Missions for 15 years, was director of
promotion and communication for three
years, and for 13 years served concurrently
as director of voluntary services and as
executive director of Reformed Church
Women.
In retirement she remained active in the
denomination, and in June of 1991 was
elected to a one-year term as vice president
of the RCA’s General Synod. When she
was elected to the presidency in June of
1992, she became the first woman elected to
the position in the denomination’s 364-year
history. She continues to be involved in the
RCA as a member of the Commission on
Women — and serves as an elder in her
church, Third Reformed in Holland.
Marcus is also active in the life of the
college. She has served as class
representative for the Class of 1942 for a
number of years, and is co-chair of the
Church Division for the Hope in the Future
capital campaign. She has been an active
member of the Hope Academy of Senior
Professionals (HASP), and has volunteered
for sociology classes as a resource person
on retirement planning.
She received an honorary doctorate from
Hope in 1960, and will deliver this year’s
Baccalaureate sermon.
“M. Eugene Osterhaven, we
honor you for your life-long
service to the Reformed
Church in America, your
international Christian
ministry and your steadfast
dedication to Hope College”
From 1945 to 1952, Dr. M. Eugene
Osterhaven was chaplain and professor of
Bible at Hope. He subsequently taught at
Western Theological Seminary, where he
was the Albertus C. Van Raalte Professor of
Systematic Theology until retiring in 1986.
He currently chairs the Committee for the
Reestablishment of the Sarospatak Reformed
Academy in Hungary, which was recently
returned to the church after years of commu-
nist control. He had been instrumental in
establishing a sister relationship between
Hope and Sarospatak after World War II.
His international Christian ministry also
includes teaching at Presbyterian Hall in
Melbourne, Australia, and participating in
the World Alliance of Reformed Churches in
Geneva, Switzerland. For 20 years he was
editor of The Reformed Review, and he is the
author of five books and several hundred
articles. His major work has been translated
into Hungarian and Japanese.
He has received honorary degrees from
Hope, Northwestern College and the
University of Debrecen in Hungary. In
addition, Sarospatak has named him an
honorary professor.
Dr. Osterhaven is an active Hope
volunteer, including as a speaker and as a
class representative. He and his wife,
Margaret Nagy ’42 Osterhaven, recently
established the Margaret Nagy ’42
Osterhaven Scholarship Fund to provide
financial aid to deserving Hungarian
students wishing to attend Hope.
He and Margaret have four children:
David; Ellen ’67 Anker, Calvin '68; and
Janice ’75 Benedek.
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A sacrifice rememberedby Lynne Powe ’86
O pring is finally in the air, and as the
>3 end of the semester approaches the
pace on campus has picked up
significantly. A feeling of anticipation and
expectation is ever-present as students
prepare for final exams, year-end
activities and summer break. Athletes
concentrate on balancing a full schedule of
classes and competition, and seniors are
busy preparing for graduation while
completing job searches.
With Commencement drawing near,
many members of the Class of 1993 have
begun to reflect on their collegiate
experience. As 1 listen to these seniors
discussing their academic careers,
highlighted by extra curricular activities, I
hear a reoccurring theme: Hope College
has significantly impacted their lives.
While at Hope they have learned,
performed, matured, and made lasting
friendships. They have changed while at
Hope and they are now ready to change
the world.
But as I’ve met alumni from different
generations. I’ve realized this particular
theme is not unique. I’ve had the rare
opportunity to experience Hope’s legacy
through the eyes of its alumni and it is
gratifying to learn that, after 15, 30, 50, or
even 65 years, memories of experiences at
Hope College are still fresh, meaningful
and fondly recalled. Traditions are still
important and the bonds of friendship have
remained strong.
As I’ve learned about favorite
professors and their antics, compulsory
chapel, freshman green beanies, Kangaroo
Court where judgment was brought down
by a totally impartial court, curfews, room
checks, demerits, the wrath of house-
mothers, practical jokes still unsolved,
Nykerk, Pull, Dutch Treat Week, May
Day, All College Sing, and Greek
initiations and activities, it is evident how
deeply Hope College has impacted all its
constituents over the years.
Alumni Weekend
In May, 1 1 classes will be celebrating
reunions. This will be an opportunity for
you to return to campus and reflect on
your Hope College experiences. It will be
a time to see how campus has changed,
reminisce with your fellow classmates,
and renew friendships with former
professors.
ALUMNI BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Officers
John Abe '79, President, Naperville, 111.
Janet Lawrence '80, Vice President, Albany, N.Y.
Thelma Leenhouts '66, Secretary .Washington, D.C.
Board Members
Janette VandenBerg ’79 Aardema, Grand Rapids, Mich.
John Broadbent '79, Livonia, Mich.
Cal Bruins '61, Paradise Valley, Ariz.
Bryan Bush '84, Anaheim, Calif.
Stanley C. Busman '73, Minneapolis, Minn.
Jeffrey Cordes '80, Dallas, Texas
Garrett E. DeGraff '71 , Averill Park, N.Y.
Ken Dulow '64, Old Bridge, N J.
Marianne Hageman ’58, De Pere, Wis.
Betty Whitaker '62 Jackson, West Melbourne, Fla.
Jennifer Liggett '80, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Jennifer Payette '92, Flint, Mich.
Chris Turkstra ’93, Upper Saddle River, N.J.
Anne Walvoord '73 VanderByl, Williamson, N.Y.
Kay Moores '76 Walker, Traverse City, Mich.
A. Jeffery Winne '73, McMurray, Pa,
Barbara Woodruff '94, Northville, Mich.
There are many volunteers working
hard to make sure that Alumni Weekend is
a success. Working with these reunion
committees has proven to be one of the
most rewarding aspects of my job. I am
continually encouraged and energized by
the commitment and support Hope
alumni, parents and friends exhibit for this
institution. I’ve never had a job where
volunteers ask me, “What can we do to
help make your job easier?” and mean it.
However, in the past few months, I’ve had
that question asked time and time again. I
am grateful for those hundreds of
individuals motivated to help Hope in
whatever way possible, and I am confident
that with their help this year’s Alumni
Weekend will be a rewarding time for all
those who return to campus.
I hope if you are a member of a reunion
class or the 50-Year Circle that you will
make plans to join us for Alumni
Weekend, May 7-9.
alumni alert
Hope for Humanity Award
The H-Club Hope for Humanity Award
was established three years ago to
recognize service above self. It is
presented to those former Hope athletes,
the unsung heroes and heroines, who have
transferred values of commitment and
service to others in their careers after
Hope. To date, the award has been
presented to Herm Laug ’28; George
Moger ’78; and Mary Dykema ’73.
The H-Club Board is currently
accepting nominations for this prestigious
award. If you know of former Hope
College athletes who deserve this honor,
please send us their name, address and
phone number. In your nomination, please
discuss your nominee in regards to the
following award criteria: service above
self, transformation of Christian values
and consistency of commitment. Include
your name, address and phone number.
Send to: H-Club Board, c/o Todd H.
Holstege ’83, 1330 Fuller Avenue, SE,
Grand Rapids, MI 49506-3251. Please
respond by May 1 .
The H-Club Board of Directors will
select the 1993 recipient and appropriate
recognition will be given at the annual
H-Club Homecoming Luncheon. At its
October 23 luncheon, the H-Club will also
be honoring the three MIAA Champion-
ship teams from 1972-73. All members
from the men’s cross country, football and
soccer teams will be invited back for the
occasion.
Readership Survey
We are in the process of conducting a
readership survey. Some of you will be
receiving these questionnaires in
approximately one week. This will give us
an opportunity to compare results with a
similar survey in 1988. 1 encourage all of
you who receive this survey to take the
time to respond. We are interested in the
opinions of our readers and want to know
what you think about our publications.
Results of the questionnaire will be
published in a future issue of news from
Hope College.
Spera in Deo!
If andmark anniversaries, such as a
50th, are naturals for commem-
oration. Landmark anniversaries of
landmark events could be considered
doubly so, which explains why the great
and terrible events of World War II are
so much remembered today.
The headlines scream from a troubled
past. Pearl Harbor. Stalingrad.
Kasserine Pass. They will no doubt
continue in the years ahead, culminating
with the terror of the atomic bomb blasts
at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and the
euphoria of V-E Day and V-J Day.
Most of the events are familiar. A few
are not. A few strike close to home.
One such headline concerned a
member of the Hope family: the Rev.
Clark V. Poling "33, who more than 50
years after his death is remembered for
the selflessness with which he met his
end.
Rev. Poling, a pastor with the
Reformed Church in America, was one
of four Army chaplains aboard the SS
Dorchester, which was torpedoed in the
North Atlantic by a German submarine in
1943. The chaplains gave their lives so
that others among the more than 900
aboard the ship could live. Even as the
Dorchester sank, they offered comfort to
those around them.
“Four Army chaplains — two
Protestants, a Jew and a Roman
Catholic — after working to distribute life
jackets, calm the frightened men and
direct them to lifeboats and rafts, gave
their own life belts to men without
them,” wrote Associated Press Religion
Writer George W. Cornell, in an article
released in conjunction with the
sinking’s 50th anniversary.
“Survivors related that as the ship went
under on Feb. 3, 1943, the four chaplains
clung together on the slanting deck, their
arms linked, their heads bowed in
prayer,” Cornell continued.
The chaplains’ solidarity was heralded
as an indication of how closely different
faiths and denominations could work
together. “Ministers of different
backgrounds, drawn together in crisis,
gave up their lives for others in love of
God," said the Rev. David Poling of
Albuquerque, N.M., Clark Poling's
cousin and quoted in the article.
According to Cornell, the episode's
50th anniversary was being
commemorated “in scores of
communities across the country by
churches and veterans’ organizations.”
The chaplains are also being honored
through the construction of a “Chapel of
the Four Chaplains” in Valley Forge,
Pa., and through a plaque installed at the
Staten Island, N.Y., pier from which the
Dorchester sailed.
Rev. Poling’s role was also not
forgotten on campus. He was a member
of the Knickerbocker Fraternity while a
student, and roses and a card in his
memory (denoting his Knick ties) were
placed near the plaque at Nykerk Hall




times ... to remember
the way we were;
to feel pride in the
way Hope is today.
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class notes
News and information for class notes, marriages,
births, advanced degrees and deaths are compiled for
news from Hope College by Greg Olgers '87.
All submissions received by the Public Relations
Office by Friday, March 12, have been included in
this issue. Because of the lead time required by this
publication's production schedule, submissions
received after that date (with the exception of
obituary notices) have been held for ihe next issue,
the deadline for which is Tuesday, May 4.
20s
Clarence Lubbers ’24 of Bradenton, Fla., and
wife Thelma celebrated their 65th wedding
anniversary on June 28, 1992. Their Bayshore
Windmill Village Recreational Committee presented
them with a 20-foot banner sporting more than 150
congratulatory signatures. In addition, he celebrated
his 91st birthday on Feb. 25, 1993.
30s
Leonard Hogenboom ’30 of Weirsdale, Fla., in
February celebrated the 48th anniversary of his
release (Feb. 23, 1945) from internment by the
Japanese in the Philippines, where he had been
serving as a missionary when World War II began.
Those attending the celebration included brother
Josh Hogenboom '25 and his wife Dana, and Carlyle
Neckers '35 and Doris VanLente '36 Neckers.
Everett Welmers ’32 was recently honored by
the Westminster Neighborhood Association for his
many years of leadership in helping improve the
Watts area of the City of Los Angeles, Calif.
Gertrude Holleman ’34 Meengs is a tutor and
aide in the Cave Junction, Ore., schools.
(NOTE: The following 7 notes concern members
of the Cosmos Fraternity' Class of ’38:)
Bob Bruggink ’38 of Orlando, Fla., and wife
Ruth in retirement attended a reunion in Backwater,
W.Va., and have also toured Kentucky, Nonh
Carolina and Tennessee.
Kenneth Hesselink ’38 of Niles, Mich., writes, “I
am like these snowbirds, going to Florida or some
other southern state."
George Plakke ’38 of Holland, Mich., and his
wife Evelyn are on their church's calling committee.
They're enjoying their three grandchildren in the
Grand Rapids, Mich., area and their two
grandchildren in Boulder. Colo.
Harold Mante ’38 and Bettie Morford ’45
Mante of Bethlehem. Pa., still do antique shows,
Bettie in Victorian jewelry, china and glass, and
Harold in old children's books, and golf and baseball
mementos.
Don Thomas ’38 of Holland, Mich., plays golf
and bridge. All of his and wife Marty Morgan ’40
Thomas’s children live within 40 miles.
Andy Vollink ’38 and Molly Vaupell ’39
Vollink celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary in
Dec., 1992. They spend their winters in Florida and
their summers at their Lake Michigan cottage.
George Ziegler ’38 of Franklin. N.J., and wife
Marion stay busy with club and church work, and
have signed up for a tour in Ireland in June. They
have previously visited New Zealand and Australia,
and have a garden that George enjoys.
40s
Harry Frissel ’42 and Jeannette Van Beek ’42
Frissel are the grandparents of a Third Generation
Hope student, Keely Van Til, a sophomore from
Grand Rapids, Mich. Keely’s parents are James Van
Til ’65 and Jeanne Frissel ’66 Van Til.
Harvey Staal ’43 of Hudsonville, Mich., and his
wife Hilda spent six months in Oman, where he
served as interim pastor in the Protestant Church of
Oman.
Barbara Folensbee ’43 Timmer of Holland,
Mich., was the accompanist for an orchestra and
choir production of Mendelssohn's Hymn of Praise
at Riverside Presbyterian Church in Cocoa Beach,
Fla., on March 7, 1993.
Del Vander Haar ’44 and Trudy Maassen '47
Vander Haar have retired to Holland, Mich., after
serving the Yokohama (Japan) Union Church for
three years. This fall/winter they visited their
daughter and son-in-law, Jane '83 and Rowland '83
Van Es Jr., who are working in Nkhoma. Malawi,
for the Christian Reformed World Relief Committee.
Del and Trudy also conducted a spiritual retreat in
Malindi, Kenya, for all the CRWRC personnel from
seven countries in Central and Eastern Africa.
Kenneth Stickney ’46 of Holland. Mich-
received the 25-Year Achievement Award from the
Board of Directors of the American Biographical
Institute for his career achievements and social
contributions. He will be included in Five Hundred
Leaders of Influence, designed for biographical
reference and inspiration for present and future
generations, which will be on permanent record and
display at the U.S. Library of Congress in
Washington, D.C.
50s
Walter Scholten Jr. ’50 of Beloit, Wis., plans to
retire in October "after a third of a century in the
active practice of OB-GYN and about 6,000
babies."
Levi Akker ’51 of Bradenton, Fla., in retirement
continues with pastoral duties, which include visiting
retired ministers, missionaries and/or their spouses in
Florida, North Carolina, South Carolina, Ohio,
Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama and Georgia. He
and his wife Myna have so served for nearly two
years, traveling 10,000 miles annually.
Warren Burgess ’51 has retired after serving
Faith Reformed Church in Traverse City, Mich., for
the past 21 years. He has served in the RCA for the
past 40 years.
Kenneth Kuiper ’52, a professor of English at
Calvin College for three decades, received Calvin’s
First Presidential Award for Exemplary Teaching,
which was presented on Thursday, Feb. 18.
John Nyitray ’52 is the new pastor at Harlem
Reformed Church in Zeeland Classis.
Ken Pollard ’53 of Pittsford, N.Y., at the close of
1992 retired from the Western New York Apple
Growers Association and the New York Cherry
Growers Association. He was with both
organizations since 1961, and for the past 12 years
served as manager, and then president, of each.
Guy Vander Jagt ’53 has become Of Counsel in
the Washington, D.C., office of the national law firm
of Baker & Hostetler. With approximately 500
lawyers. Baker & Hostetler is the nation’s 16th
largest law firm and has offices in Cleveland and
Columbus, Ohio; Denver, Colo.; Houston, Texas;
Long Beach and Los Angeles, Calif.; Orlando, Fla.;
and Washington, D.C.
Harold Goldzung ’55, pastor of Grove Reformed
Church of North Bergen, N.J., was selected to have
his biography appear in the 1993-94 edition of
Who's Who in the East. He has been pastor of the
North Bergen church for more than 18 years, is also
involved in the Advisory Board of the Union City
Salvation Army and is a member of the Palisades
General Medical Center Board of Governors
(presently as chairperson).
J. Samuel Hofman ’55 of Las Margaritas,
Chiapas, Mexico, is having a book published:
Mission Work in Today’s World: Insights and
Outlook. A collection of articles he has written
during the past 17 years, the book is being published
by William Carey Library Publishers of Pasadena,
Calif.
Jim Galer ’56 of Grandville, Mich., received a
special award from the Michigan Council of
Teachers of Mathematics during the council's annual
conference in Marquette, Mich., and was recognized
for his long-time commitment to mathematics
education. He is mathematics department
chairperson at Zeeland (Mich.) High School, where
he has been teaching for 3 1 years.
Thomas TenHoeve ’56 is president of Oakton
Community College in Des Plaines, 111. He was
recently named chairperson of the Executive Board
of the Council of North Central Two Year Colleges.
More than 350 institutions from 19 states participate
in the Council’s activities, which address North
Central Association's accreditation issues.
Barbara van Putten ’57 has retired from the
faculty of Humboldt State University in Areata.
Calif. She had joined the health and physical
education department’s faculty in 1961. and had
served as the department’s chairperson since 1985.
She had been volleyball coach from 1961 to 1982,
softball coach from 1962 to 1977 and women's
athletic director from 1970 to 1974.
Ray De Does '58 has accepted a call to Hope
Reformed Church of South Haven, Mich.
John Jeltes '58 of Grandville. Mich., has been
appointed interim superintendent of the
Godfrey-Lee school district.
Clyde Loew '59 is the pastor of the Corunna
(Mich.) Church of the Nazarene.
Mel Van Hattem ’59 of Ho Ho Kus, N.J.,
received a 1993 national award from Boy Scouts of
America for his work as a pastor and giving time and
church facilities for Boy Scout meetings.
60s
Rick Brandsma ’63 of Sacramento, Calif., has
been appointed by Governor Pete Wilson to serve on
the State Fair Political Practices Commission,
California’s counterpart to the Federal Election
Commission.
Karen VanOverloop '63 Jalving and husband
Warren have opened a new La-Z-Boy Furniture
Gallery Store in Naples, Fla., and are relocating their
Ft. Myers, Fla., store.
Barbara Huizenga ’64 of Ravenna, Mich., retired
in January after 28.5 years as a teacher with the
Grandville, Mich., schools. She was most recently a
second-grade teacher at Grandville's Central
Elementary School.
David Den Uyl ’65 of Grand Rapids, Mich.,
recently retired from the U.S. Navy Reserve with the
rank of commander. His tour of active duty included
a year in Vietnam.
Della Kuiper ’65 Meengs is a teacher in the Cave
Junction, Ore., school system, where she has
received awards and recognition for outstanding
teaching.
John Meengs '65 of Cave Junction, Ore., has
been made director of Ploughshare, a treatement
center in Grant's Pass, Ore., for abused children. He
is also president of the Board of Directors of the
Illinois Valley Family Coalition and on the Board of
the Siskiyou Community Health Center.
Kathryn Brown ’65 Miller of Spring, Texas, is a
Latin teacher at Klein (Texas) High School.
James Van Til ’65 and Jeanne Frissel ’66 Van
Til of Grand Rapids, Mich., are the parents of a
Third Generation Hope student, sophomore Keely
Van Til. Keely’s grandparents are Harry Frissel '42
and Jeannette Van Beek '42 Frissel.
William Hultgren ’66 of Dearborn, Mich., has
started a six-year term as Dearborn's 19th District
Court judge. He defeated the 18-year incumbent in
the Nov. 3 general election.
Rob Werge ’66 is mayor of University Park, Md.
Wesley Granberg-Michaelson ’67 published
Redeeming the Creation after the Earth Summit in
Brazil and continues his work in the division of
justice, peace and creation in the World Council of
Churches.
Kenneth Keegstra ’67 on Jan. 1 became director
of the Michigan State University-Department of
Energy Plant Research Laboratory, and is also a
tenured professor in the Department of Botany and
Plant Pathology and the Department of
Biochemistry. He was formerly chairperson of the
Department of Botany at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison.
Terry Sheffield ’67 is a captain in the U.S. Navy,
and is commander, Naval Forces, Somalia. He is
currently at anchor near the Mogadishu airport on
board his flagship, USS William H. Standley, and
expects to return to his homeport of San Diego,
Calif., with the Kitty Hawk battle group this summer.
Nancy Aumann ’68 has been named acting dean
of general education and advisement at State
University College at Cortland, N.Y., for the
1993-94 academic year. Since 1990, she has served
at the college as associate dean of the School of Arts
and Sciences.
Alyce Meengs '68 Kendall is a teacher in the
Cave Junction, Ore., school system, where she has
received awards and recognition for outstanding
teaching.
Nelson Murphy '68 in October was elected to the
Board of Directors of EcuNet Inc. EcuNet is an
ecumenical telecommunications network serving
church workers everywhere.
Steve Piersma '68, who has coached football in
Zeeland, Mich., for 25 years, has been named the
Michigan High School Football Coaches'
Association junior varsity coach of the year.
Barbara Timmer ’69 has joined ITT Corporation
as assistant general counsel and director of
government affairs in Washington, D.C., and is
responsible for legislative and regulatory issues
affecting ITT Sheraton, ITT Financial and ITT
Corporation. She was previously counsel for the
Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs
of the U.S. House of Representatives.
70s
Eileen Verduin ’70 Beyer of Holland. Mich-
won the adult prose category in the "Snowbound
Writers Contest,” sponsored by the Grand Haven
(Mich.) Tribune and The Bookman bookstore. She
was recognized during a reading and awards




More than 800 alumni join in the fun each year:
visiting old haunts, renewing friendships and just
enjoying Hope and Holland in springtime.
Eleven classes will hold reunions during Alumni
Weekend ’93. If yours is among them, this is your
year to discover that you CAN go home again.
Please see the schedule on page four for more, or call the
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Karin Granberg-Michaelson ’70 published
Healing Community, a World Council of Churches
book, and has accepted the position of director of
communications for the World Young Women's
Christian Association in Geneva, Switzerland.
Allen Garbrecht ’71 of Battle Creek, Mich., on
Jan. 1 started a six-year term as Calhoun County
circuit judge. He was elected to the newly-created
seat in November.
Janet Wickens ’72 DeYoung has been named
associate director of the Good Samaritan Center in
Holland, Mich. She works closely with church
volunteers in meeting needs of people in need.
George Fisher ’72 is in private practice in labor
and employment law in Portland, Ore.
Gary Hayden ’72 teaches in Dallas, Texas, and is
studying film with cinematographer Victor Duncan.
Recently he was appointed co-chair of the Dallas
Sierra Club's conservation committee, which makes
him “an eco-watchdog for the nation's
eighth-largest city and a chunk of North Texas that
would swallow several Eastern states."
Mike Hinga ’72 is serving as assistant coach with
Kalamazoo (Mich.) College's baseball squad this
spring. He is also employed as an administrator for
the Portage Public Schools at Portage Alternative
High School, and is currently working toward
completion of a master’s degree in education
leadership from Western Michigan University.
Randall Zomermaand ’72 has joined Physician's
Corporation of America as an executive director,
based in Fort Lauderdale, Fla. He was formerly vice
president of finance at Citicorp in Dallas, Texas.
Sue Bruggink '73 Edema of Grand Rapids.
Mich., continues her position as the adult education
coordinator with Forest Hills Public Schools.
Doug Edema ’73 of Grand Rapids, Mich., was
elected president-elect of the Kent County Medical
Society.
Thomas Jeltes ’73 is principal of the middle
school in Byron Center, Mich.
Jack Puricelli ’73 of Caledonia, Mich., is director
of human resources for Steelcase Inc. in Grand
Rapids, Mich.
Charles Tharp ’73 has been named senior vice
president, human resources, for Bristol-Myers
Squibb Company, and holds corporate responsibility
for worldwide human resources and employee
relations. He was previously vice president,
compensation and human resource development.
Terry Muilenberg ’74 has been named finance
director for Ruimzeight Holding Co., a group of rice
milling companies in Guyana, South America.
Roger White ’74 and Janice Bares ’75 White of
Spring Lake, Mich., in addition to teaching are
violinists with the West Shore Symphony in
Muskegon, Mich.
Philip Ceeley Jr. ’75 and wife Deblyn are more
than halfway through circumnavigating the globe in
their 34-foot sailboat, Windshadow. They left their
jobs in New York City at the end of Feb., 1 99 1 , and
sailed west through the Panama Canal from North
Carolina. Places they have visited include the
Galapagos, New Zealand, Australia and India, and in
mid-February they were in Salalah, Oman. They
plan to sail the Red Sea to the Mediterranean and
cross the Atlantic to the Caribbean, completing their
journey by April of 1994.
Ginny De Haan ’75 experienced in October of
1992 a recurrence of malignant melanoma. She has
taken a six-month leave of absence from her
position as family therapist at Family Impact Inc. of
Grand Rapids, Mich., and is currently participating
in a melanoma vaccine study at New York
University Medical Center in New York City. She
sends encouragement to any and all Hope alumni
who know the “life after a cancer diagnosis”
experience, and would enjoy hearing from anyone
who would like to know more about her protocol or
discuss cancer issues. Her address is 1 145 Iroquois,
S.E.; Grand Rapids, MI 49506; (616) 241-5096.
Kurt Pugh ’75 of Kalamazoo, Mich., has been
named executive vice president of Wilson
Communications Group Inc.
Rich Williams ’75 in October was elected to the
board of P.A.C.E. (Progressive Alliance for
Community Empowerment) of New Mexico and as
vice president of the New Mexico Lesbian and Gay
Political Alliance. He is currently a lobbyist for
"Mexicare,” the proposed universal, single-payer
health cafe reform for the state of New Mexico.
John Brown ’76 has been promoted to senior
manager-corporate government affairs with Amway
Corp. He is responsible for monitoring legislation at
state and national levels in the U.S. and in foreign
countries where Amway has affiliates, and for
determining Amway’s strategies in response to that
legislation.
Richard Martinus ’76 of Ada, Mich,, is
controller with Wright Plastics Inc. He also holds
his CMA certification.
Gary Kirchner ’77 is a lieutenant with the U.S.
Navy Reserves. He recently participated in two
weeks of active duty training for reservists aboard
the aircraft carrier USS Abraham Lincoln,
homeported in Alameda, Calif.
John McMurtry ’77 and family are moving to
Copenhagen, Denmark, where he will teach biology
at the Copenhagen International School.
Carolyn Walburn ’77 Metzler of Enfield,
Maine, graduated from Andover Newton
Theological School in 1990. She coordinates
Hospice in her area in addition to weaving, spinning
and drawing on the side.
Sherrill Vickers-Doar ’77 is a paralegal
specialist for the U.S. Attorney’s Office in White
Plains, N.Y., and recently received an award for
superior performance from the Department of
Justice.
Janet Van Liere ’77 is serving with the Peace
Corps in Kenya for two years.
Brian Stauffer '78 is manager for health
promotions at Herman Miller Inc. He was recently
named an All-American by Triathlon magazine for
the sixth year in a row, and placed fourth in the
triathlon world championships in September.
Kathy Button ’79 Beauregard has been
promoted to senior associate athletic director at
Western Michigan University in Kalamazoo, Mich.
She is responsible for evaluating and working with
all of Western's men's and women's varsity sports
coaches with the exception of football and ice
hockey. She is now one of the most highly placed
women athletic administrators in NCAA Division I,
behind in status only to athletic directors Merrily
Dean Baker of Michigan State University and
Barbara Hedges of the University of Washington.
Laurie Zoet ’79 Cahoon is a coordinator for
special education student teachers for Western
Michigan University, from which she recently
earned a second B.A. degree (please see "advanced
degrees").
Doug Koopman '79 is head of the Washington,
D.C., staff for Congressman Peter Hoekstra '75
(R-Holland).
Stephen Van Dop ’79 has been installed as the
new pastor at Good Samaritan Church in Columbus,
Ohio.
80s
Sam Aidala ’80 of Ossining, N.Y., for the past
three-plus years has been home raising his two
children and doing private day care while his wife, a
high school health teacher, goes to work. In
September of 1993 he hopes to obtain a teaching
position as an elementary kindergarten teacher, and
in the fall of 1994 will complete his M.S.Ed. in
"Curriculum and Instruction: Special Education at
Pace University."
David Brines ’80 of Petoskey, Mich., was voted
the Michigan Interscholastic Track Coaches
Association 1993 Girls Class B Track Coach of the
Year, a state-wide honor.
Brion Brooks ’80 of Hudsonville, Mich., has
become a partner in the law firm of Gruel, Mills,
Nims & Pylman in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Keith Lohman ’80 of Three Oaks, Mich., has
accepted a call to Haven Reformed Church in
Kalamazoo, Mich.
Christopher Brauning ’81 of Zanesville, Ohio, is
vice president of the Muskingum Valley Dental
Society and president-elect of the
Zanesville-Muskingum County Board of Health.
Eric Fitzgerald ’81 is a senior production
controller for ABC News. In December and January
he was in Mogadishu, Somalia, on a two-week
assignment.
Mike Kulesa ’81 of Belmont, Calif., is a pilot for
Alaska Airlines, currently flying Boeing 737-400
aircraft on the San Francisco-Seattle-Anchorage
route.
Yolanda Tienstra ’81 of Marshfield, Wis., on
Feb. 6, 1993, served as a performance judge in the
1993 Wisconsin High School Mock Trial
Tournament, sponsored by the State Bar of
Wisconsin.
Matt Fike ’82 is an assistant professor of English
at the American University in Bulgaria. The
university, which is a joint venture between the city
of Blagoevgrad, the Republic of Bulgaria and the
University of Maine, currently has about 425
first-year students and sophomores, and expects to
double its enrollment during the next two years.
Peter Flinker ’82 of Leeds, Mass., is on his
church's council and involved in their
planning/design for a new church fellowship hall.
Stephanie Klahr ’82 Flinker of Leeds, Mass., is
the aquatic program coordinator for the town of
Amhurst's recreation department and is a water
safety instructor trainer for the American Red Cross.
Todd Geerlings ’82 is an assistant principal with
Pinewood Middle School in the Kentwood, Mich.,
school district.
Annette Piethe ’82 Vahratian of Bothell, Wash.,
was promoted to director of quality control at
Immunex Corp., a biopharmaceutical company in
Seattle, Wash.
Don MacDonald ’83 was recently ordained into
the position of associate pastor at Bethany Reformed
Church of Lynwood, III.
Brian Mork ’83 is a captain in the U.S. Air Force
and is with the 43 Air Refueling Squadron, based at
Fairchild AFB near Spokane, Wash. He is on a
temporary assignment to the Arabian Gulf region.
He pilots a KC-135 tanker, and refueled the F-l 17
Stealth Fighters that attacked military targets in Iraq
on Jan. 13.
John Ratmeyer ’83 is deputy chief of pediatrics
and chairperson of the child protection team at the
Gallup (N.M.) Indian Medical Center, a large
hospital and clinic on the edge of the Navajo
Reservation. He is active in the prevention and
treatment of child abuse and neglect.
Jill Seyfred ’83 of Lexington, Ky., received her
ACSW certification in November. She has also
been appointed by the Kentucky attorney general to
serve on the Child Sexual Abuse Task Force.
Jane Vander Haar ’83 Van Es and Rowland
Van Es Jr. ’83 are working in Nkhoma. Malawi, for
the Christian Reformed World Relief Committee.
Greg VerBeek ’83 of Westmont, III., has been
accepted into the J.L. Kellogg Graduate School of
Management at Northwestern University.
Tom Andrews ’84, assistant professor of creative
writing at Ohio University in Athens, has been
selected to receive a National Endowment for the
Arts Fellowship for one year, beginning June 1,
1993. The grant is to suppon activities which
contribute to his creative development and artistic
growth, and covers writing, research and travel. He
has published three books of poetry: Hymning the
Kanawha. The Brother’ s Country and The
Hemophiliac’s Motorcycle, which is forthcoming
from the University of Iowa Press.
Brian Gibbs ’84 is the manager of Pittiglio Rabin
Todd & McGrath's (PRTM) office in Frankfurt,
Germany. PRTM is an international management
consulting firm providing specialized services in
product development, production and logistics to
high-tech industry.
Michele Parker ’84 is an account executive for
the Saatchi & Saatchi DFS/Pacific advertising
agency in Torrance. Calif.
Wendy Jo Wigger ’84 is manager of health
promotion at Holland (Mich.) Community Hospital.
She assists area industry in improving the health of
their employees through behavioral change/risk
reduction programs.
Gretchen Gross ’85 Bobbs recently has been
elected president of the Indianapolis (Ind.)
Zoological Guild, which is a fund-raising
organization for the Indianapolis Zoo and the zoo's
third-largest contributor. She also holds a seat on
the Indianapolis Zoo's Board of Directors.
Melinda Campbell ’85 moved to the Chicago,
III., area in January after accepting a position as a
medical social worker at Evanston Hospital, where
she is providing social work services on the
rehabilitation and neurology/neurosurgery units.
Debbi Rathbun ’85 DeVoursney of Norton
Shores, Mich., was crowned Mrs. Michigan USA
1992. She is currently involved with educating
second graders in substance abuse prevention and
has been involved in many parades, charity events
and a talk show. Her reign ends May 17, 1993. She
is also a registered nurse, working in a physician’s
office as a clinical care coordinator and patient
evaluator.
Ann Farley ’85 of Long Beach, Calif., was one of
19,072 runners in the annual Los Angeles Marathon,
which was held on March 7, 1993. It was her first
marathon.
Jennifer Heitman ’85 Gamblin recently staffed
“A Million Dollar Day for Hillary and Tipper,"
which brought both women to Denver, Colo., for a
women's issues symposium and which raised more
than SI million for the DNC. Jennifer is now a
public relations associate for Monaghan &
Associates, and is on the boards of the Rape
Assistance and Awareness Program and Colorado
Common Cause. She was the cover story of the
Rocky Mountain News in a five-day series on rape in
November.
Kathy Kaehler ’85 has filmed a fimess video,
The Kathy Kaehler Fitness System. She is a personal
trainer in Hollywood, and the video features her
giving one-on-one instruction to six of her clients:
Help
Wanted
Alumni can help Hope
seniors seeking their first
job by telling the college
about openings within
their organizations.
On page nine we told you about the Employment Opportunity Program for
Hope Seniors. By providing the information requested below, you will
help Hope share your employment opportunities with our








Contact Person: _ -
Contact Address:
What Candidates Should Do To Apply:
Deadline: _
Please fax (616) 394-7683 or send to: Employment Opportunity Program for
Hope Seniors; Hope College Career Planning and Placement; Holland. MI
49422-9000. If you have questions, please contact Dale Austin or Kelly
Carrigan, Hope College Career Planning and Placement, at (616) 394-7950.
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Justine Bateman, Beverly D'Angelo, Jami Gertz,
Tawny Kitaen. Penelope Ann Miller and Julianne
Phillips.
Randy Smith ’85 is an assistant vice president,
corporate banking at Society National Bank of
Indiana, and is working out of the Elkhart and
Goshen bank.
Diane Boughton ’85 Walker of Riverdale. Ga., is
an activity therapist for the State of Georgia.
Chris Bluhm ’86 of Baltimore, Md., a C.M.A., is
the assistant controller for B.I.S.M. Inc. He is in
charge of accounting operations for the Industries
Division, which has three plants manufacturing
goods for the federal government and the State of
Maryland.
Bruce Bourdon ’86 is a lieutenant with the U.S.
Marine Corps, and recently deployed with Marine
Medium Helicopter Squadron-364, Marine Corps
Air Station, Kaneohe Bay, Hawaii, as part of the unit
deployment program to Okinawa. Japan. The
squadron, comprised of 1 2 CH-46E Sea Knight
helicopters, will be deployed for six months, and is
participating in military exercises in Japan, Korea,
Thailand and Cambodia.
John Buchanan ’86 of Kalamazoo, Mich., is a
chemist in Chemical Process Research Development
with The Upjohn Company.
Susan Beswick ’86 Bylsma and Thomas Bylsma
’86 have moved to Hudsonville, Mich.
Lisa Smith ’86 Hopkins of Corunna, Mich., is
marketing manager with Genesee Packaging.
Robert Huisingh ’86 is director of international
sales and marketing with Lorin Industries in
Muskegon, Mich.
Abraham Kist-Okazaki ’86 is pastor at
Queensboro Hill Community Church in Flushing,
N.Y.
Andrea Mainardi ’86 lives in Italy, and since
January of 1992 has been product manager at Lotto
S.P.A.. a footwear and sportswear manufacturer.
Michael Wedlock ’86 is a postdoctoral fellow at
the University of Rochester in New York.
Kristine Rumery ’87 of Montgomery, Ala., is
planned giving coordinator in the fund-raising
department of the Southern Poverty Law Center.
Nils Sappok ’87 lives in the region of Heidelberg,
Germany, where he is attending the University of
Heidelberg. He is in the final stages of obtaining his
degree in geological research, and should graduate in
1994.
William Gonzalez ’88 of Chicago, III., is
program coordinator for Institute del Progress
Latino, the biggest alternative high schools for adults
in the south of Chicago.
Greg Price ’88 recently joined SciCor Inc. of
Indianapolis, Ind.. as a data coordinator. SciCor
collects and manages clinical trial information for
new drug applications in the pharmaceutical
industry.
Brenda Conant ’88 Wierenga of Wyoming,
Mich., is nurse manager of the brain injury unit at
Grand Valley Health Center.
Dean Wierenga ’88 of Wyoming, Mich., is youth
director for Woodhaven Reformed Church in Byron
Center.
John Wyma ’88 is the legislative director for
U.S. Congressman Bart Stupak of Michigan's First
District.
Kristin Keisling ’89 Headley has returned from
teaching in Japan and is Christian education
coordinator with the First Baptist Church of
Ypsilanti. Mich. She is also a private tutor of
English as a second language.
Peter Idema ’89, most recently a research
biologist, plans to attend graduate school this fall.
Sally Conway ’89 Kyros of Kentwood, Mich., is
a consultant for Crowe Chizek & Co. in Grand
Rapids, Mich.
Tom Kyros ’89 of Kentwood, Mich., is an
associate with Vamum, Riddering, Schmidt &
Hewlett in Grand Rapids, Mich., specializing in
estate planning and probate.
Julie Light ’89 Mainardi lives in Italy, and is
export manager at Fanero S.P.A.. an office furniture
manufacturer.
Jeffrey Mulder ’89 has been named customer
service manager at ODL Incorporated, the Zeeland.
Mich.-based manufacturer of residential building
products. Since joining the company in 1992 he has
been responsible for the quality assurance program
at the Zeeland facility. In his new role he is
continuing to oversee that department as well as
focusing on customer satisfaction, identifying
end-user needs and directing the company-wide
total quality commitment.
Colleen VanderMeulen ’89 Stream is an
accountant with Rapistan Demag Corp. in Grand
Rapids, Mich.
Tim Vanderveen ’89 of Spring Lake, Mich., is
being featured in Profiles in Survival, a program on
WZZM TV 13 of Grand Rapids, Mich., that
celebrates cancer survivors. The program will air on
Monday, April 12. Tim was diagnosed with acute
lyphocytic leukemia in 1990.
Wendy Zuverink ’89 is with the Peace Corps in
Paraguay.
90s
Jennifer Haveman ’90 Bertram of Lansing,
Mich., is deputy director of scheduling in the office of
Michigan’s Governor John Engler.
Durk Brown ’90 of Park City, 111., is seeking his
master’s degree in counseling psychology at Trinity
Evangelical Divinity School in Deerfield.
Chad Dykema ’90 is an elementary music teacher
with the Ionia (Mich.) Public Schools, and teaches
more than 900 students throughout the week.
Todd Houtman ’90 started working with Eli Lilly
and Company in October.
Steven Kozera ’90 is working as an assistant to
Governor John Engler for constituent services in
Lansing, Mich.
Kristi Pearson ’90 is branch officer and manager
of the Leonard Office of Old Kent Bank & Trust
Company in Grand Rapids, Mich. She is pursuing a
master’s of business administration through Western
Michigan University.
Michael Ray ’90 was recently promoted to senior
claims adjuster with Liberty Mutual Insurance Group
in Lisle, III. He has been with Liberty for two years.
Elizabeth Cromie ’90 Rochow of Portage, Mich.,
recently received her secondary teaching certification
and is an educator at Kalamazoo Nature Center.
Anne Roos ’90 has received CPA certification, and
is employed with Ferris, Busscher & Swiers in
Holland, Mich.
Paul Vermeulen ’90 is recovering from surgery to
remove a malignant brain tumor in January of 1992.
The process has involved physical therapy,
occupational therapy and speech therapy. His
progress was featured in the Rochester (Mich.)
Eccentric on Jan. 4, 1993.
Kathy Wichnal ’90 is teaching sixth grade with
Lakeview Schools in Battle Creek, Mich.
Christopher Barrett ’91 is serving as a Peace
Corps volunteer in M'bout. Mauritania, West Africa.
He has been trained in agriculture and speaks French,
Hassiniya and Pulaar.
Peter Johnson ’91, a sculptor and painter, had his
acrylic paintings included in “Emergence of Three,”
an exhibition in the DeGraaf Gallery in Saugatuck,
Mich. The exhibition ran in December and January.
Kristin Knauss ’91 of Riverside, 111., is working
for Pegasus Environmental Services Corp. as an
environmental consultant.
Brendon Kronewetter ’91 is teaching physical
education to kindergarten through fifth grade students
with the Manistique (Mich.) Area Schools.
Anne Schloff ’91 of Dearborn Heights, Mich., is in
her second year as a teacher with the Dearborn Public
Schools, and is teaching sixth grade.
Caroline ter Veen ’91 in January started a
four-year study in forest and nature management at
the Internationale Agrarische Hogeschool Larenstein
in Velp, the Netherlands.
Kirsten VanZanten '91 is a member of the
multi-cultural cast of "Up With People," which uses
the languages of all the performing arts to cany its
messages. She writes, “My travels throughout North
America and Europe are increasing my understanding
of the world and its people, community service and
volunteerism.”
Todd Abbott '92 is in Moscow, Idaho. He writes,
"Bought snowboard. Love the West. Room-mate is
Dutch.”
Emily Baker ’92 has been hired to teach at the
Cheboygan, Mich., junior high school.
Michele Brown '92 has been hired as promotion
director with Federal Broadcasting Company and
WPBN-TV 7 and 4 of Traverse City, Mich.
Aric Dershem '92 is an assistant soccer coach with
Notre Dame University, and is working primarily
with the university's goal keepers.
Holli Holstrom ’92 is a substitute teacher with the
Holland (Mich.) Public Schools and a substitute
violinist with the West Shore Symphony in
Muskegon, Mich.
Robert Young '92 of Chicago. 111., is in his second
semester in graduate school at the Chicago School of
Professional Psychology.
marriages
Todd Bathke and Denise Anderson '91, May 9.
1992, Spring Lake, Mich.
David Bertram and Jennifer Haveman '90. May 9,
1992.
Chris Bluhm '86 and Judy Zengerl, Oct. 24, 1992.
Baltimore, Md.
Paul Bolthouse and Sheri Hoffmaster '89, Oct. 10.
1992, Grand Rapids. Mich.
Durk Brown '90 and Sharon Roebuck '92, Sept. 5.
1992.
Daniel Carl and Sarah Birdsall '88, Sept. 7, 1991,
Kalamazoo, Mich.
Michael Cheek '90 and Wendy Sherwood '92, June
27, 1992.
C. Kevin Clark '92 and Beth Ann Newell '92, May
30. 1992, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Eric Elliott ’91 and Marcy Hoekstra, Dec. 22,
1992, Hudsonville, Mich.
Timothy Gerrits and Jodi Mannes '89, Dec. 19,
1992, Holland, Mich.
Wayne Glatz and Lisa Tjoelker '87, Dec. 26, 1992.
Christopher Hartnett and Emily Burris '89, Dec.
27, 1992, Marshall, Mich.
Patrick Headley and Kristin Keisling '89, June 27,
1992, West Bloomfield, Mich.
Brian Keisling '92 and Jill Eenigenburg ’92, Aug.
8, 1992, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Tom Kyros '89 and Sally Conway ’89, Aug. 22,
1992, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Duncan MacLean III and Jodi Noorman '88,
Holland. Mich.
James McManaman and Kimberly Krapp '91, Nov.
21, 1992, Utica, Mich.
Eric Neumann and Kathy Gloeckler ’86, Nov. 7,
1992, Cleveland Heights, Ohio.
Calvin Osterhaven '68 and Robin Waechtler, Nov.
7, 1992.
Robert Pettinga and Melinda Simpson '86, Oct. 2,
1992.
Greg Pohlad and Lisa “Petey” Uecker '86, Sept.
19, 1992, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Steven Rochow and Elizabeth Cromie '90, Jan. 9,
1993, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Ernest Rotman and Melanie Miskotten '80, Jan. 2,
1993.
Steve Thomas ’92 and Cathy Davidson ’92, Jan. 2,
1993.
Kurt Van Appeldom ’90 and Cheryl Becker '92.
June 27. 1992.
Paul Vander Hart '86 and Robin Beckett '87, Feb.
6, 1993, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Steven Wieber and Jamie Janczyk '9 1 , July 25,
1992, Muskegon, Mich.
Robert Young '92 and Shannon Walsh, Dec. 30,
1992.
David Zielinski '91 and Valerie Kuyt '91, Jan. 23,
1993.
births
Tom '89 and Dora Becker, Amy Marie, March 19,
1992.
Bob '84 and Mary DeJonge '85 Benishek,
Charlotte Hope, Feb. 12, 1993.
George ’84 and Julie Bera, Joel Samuel, Jan. 14,
1993.
Bruce '82 and Peggy Griffin '83 Bere, Brian
Lambert, Nov. 17, 1992.
Will and Gretchen Gross '85 Bobbs, Scott Elliot,
Oct. 13, 1992.
Evan '83 and Nancy Brumm '83 Boole, Ethan
John. Dec. 28, 1992.
Tory and Rhonda Bean ’87 Carter, Jacob Levi, Jan.
30, 1993.
Steven and Nancy Kerle '80 Cope, Peter Wilhelm,
June 5, 1992.
Michael '80 and Diane Plasman '82 Cribbs, Carly
Elizabeth, Jan. 8, 1993.
A1 '84 and Jamie Worden '84 Crothers,
Christopher Alan, Sept. 16, 1992.
David '82 and Pamela Easton '81 DeWitt, Hannah
Easton DeWitt, July 23. 1992.
Terry and Donna Klein '81 Dickinson, Katherine
Leigh. Oct. 14, 1992.
Stephen and Catharine Van Mater '79 Gelineau,
Tyler David, March 5, 1993.
Dennis and Lee Ann De Haan '86 Gill, Jacqueline
Lee, April 13. 1992.
Brian and Tracy Rickema '87 Harris, Kyle
Bradley, Jan. 19. 1993.
Trace and Tami Noorlag '86 Hendrickson, Tanner
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There’s only one way to receive your
copy of the 1992 Alumni Directory.
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All contributing alumni will receive a
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For the first time, the Alumni Directory contains
telephone numbers!! Now in its eighth edition,
the directory is divided into three sections:
alphabetical, geographical and by class.
Please send your gift today. Don't wait
until the next edition is published —
that won't be until 1997!
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Christopher and Lisa Smith '86 Hopkins, Ashley
Lillian. Jan. 30, 1993.
Steven '88 and Rachelle Hoffiz ’87 Kasten.
Daniel Steven. Sept. 21, 1992.
Arthur '77 and Becky Kerle. Arthur Christopher.
July 4, 1992.
Abraham '86 and Sayuri Kist-Okazaki, Akio
Abraham Kist-Okazaki, Oct. 7, 1992.
Stephen ’79 and Karen Petty '81 Lorenz, Kathryn
Anne. Jan. 22, 1993.
Michael and Jana Borgerson '84 McGuire.
Madeline Jeannine, Nov. 1, 1992.
Brian ’83 and Dana Mork. Dakota James.
October. 1992.
Dutch '74 and Cyndy Hartman '74 Nyboer,
Hannah Jo. April 27. 1992.
David and Kathleen Sullivan '74 Rupp. Lindsay
Ann, June 1 1, 1992.
Nils '87 and Daniela Sappok, Johanna Isabella,
Feb. 24, 1993.
Todd '84 and Barb Schuiling, Sarah Anne, Dec.
24, 1992.
J. Matthew '82 and Grace Soeter, Natalie Kim,
Jan. 29, 1993.
Paul '78 and Laurie Brown '85 Stears, Chad
Benson, Dec. 2, 1992.
Brad and Colleen VanderMeulen '89 Stream,
Rebeka Therese, June 12, 1992.
Derek and Pamela Beane '78 VanVolkenburgh,
Martin Chang-Ho. bom, Jan. 6. 1992; adopted. Jan.
14, 1993.
Brad 'll and Jill Nihart '79 Van Zyl, Meghan
Marie, bom, Jan. 16, 1993; adopted, Jan. 29, 1993.
Greg '83 and Sandra VerBeek, Olivia Michel, Jan.
27, 1993.
Jerome '84 and Julie Vite, Taylor Rae, Jan. 14,
1993.
David and Wendy Jo Townsend ’86 Waszkiewicz,
Matthew David, Oct. 31, 1992.
Thomas Weeks and Jean Wend ’85, Liam Gerald,
Nov. 27, 1992.
Dean '84 and Debra Wettack ’84 Welsch, Joshua
Thomas, Jan. 7, 1993.
Dean '88 and Brenda Conant '88 Wierenga,
Heather Jo, Jan. 22, 1993.
advanced degrees
Mary DeJonge '85 Benishek, M.A., English,
Western Michigan University, Aug., 1991.
David Brines '80, master's degree in educational
administration. Central Michigan University, Dec.,
1992.
John Buchanan '86, doctorate, organic chemistry,
the University of Wisconsin-Madison, Aug., 1992.
Nancy Burrink '85, master of teaching reading.
Western Michigan University, Feb.. 1993.
Emily Burris '89, master’s degree in education,
Azusa Pacific University, July, 1992.
Laurie Zoet '79 Cahoon, B.A., special education
(E.I.), Western Michigan University, Dec., 1992.
Jack Doorlag '71, master's of theology. Western
Theological Seminary, May, 1992; thesis topic: “An
Alternative Model for Successful Evangelism in
North America.”
George Fisher '12, J.D., University of North
Dakota.
William Gonzalez '88, master’s degree in
education, 1992.
Todd Houtman '90, M.B.A., Michigan State
University.
Thomas Jeltes ’73, doctorate, education
administration, Michigan State University, Dec.,
1992.
Tom Kyros ’89, Northwestern University School
of Law, May, 1992.
Jillian Limp '90. master of social work.
University of Michigan School of Social Work,
Dec., 1992.
Pearl Stark ’74 McHaney, doctor of philosophy
with specialization in 20th century American
literature, Georgia State University, Atlanta, Ga.,
Aug., 1993.
Tamala Brewer '87 Seaton, master of arts in
reading, Western Michigan University, Dec., 1992.
Michael Wedlock ’86. doctorate, chemistry, the
University of Chicago, Feb., 1993.
deaths
Roy Adelberg ’52 of Grosse Pointe, Mich., died
on Wednesday, Feb. 10, 1993. of cancer at St. John
Hospital in Detroit, Mich. He was 64.
He was bom in Union City, N.J. He served as a
pilot instructor with a field rank of lieutenant for the
U.S. Army Air Corps from 1945 to 1948.
He graduated cum laude from Hope, and
subsequently earned a master’s degree from New
Brunswick Theological Seminary.
A pastor in the Reformed Church in America, he
served in Kingston, N.Y., as well as national director
of educational and mission promotion. He was a
radio and television consultant to the National
Council of Churches, and was head of the New York
office of the Protestant Radio and Television Center.
After moving to Grosse Pointe in 1965, he served
for six years as director of public relations for the
YMCA of Metropolitan Detroit, and hosted weekly
religious talk shows on WJBK-TV and newscasts
for WWJ-TV. In 1971, he became executive
director of the International Institute of Metropolitan
Detroit.
In 1976, he left the institute to begin writing
speeches and sales materials full-time for
commercial and industrial clients, including Jeep,
Renault. Oldsmobile, GMC Trucks. Volkswagen and
Audi.
Since 1965, he served as an interim pastor for
many churches in his area. Active in his
community, he was known for his efforts to prevent
the expansion of the Detroit City Airport, and for his
numerous stage appearances and direction of
community theater productions. He served two
terms as president of the Fine Arts Society of Detroit
and was a past president of the Grosse Pointe Ski
Club.
His books include The Land Thai Men Passed By.
The Way in the World, Now Hear This, and God and
Country. He recently completed the novel The
Stealth Halo, which was inspired by Iraqi President
Saddam Hussein's 1990 invasion of Kuwait, and
was working on another suspense novel at the time
of his death.
He is survived by his wife, Suzanne; one
daughter, Lisa; and a granddaughter.
Timothy Beerthuis ’54 of Holland, Mich., died
on Friday, March 12, 1993. He was 60.
Bom in Grand Rapids, Mich., he lived in the
Holland area most of his life. He was a graduate of
Holland High School.
Before retiring, he worked at Parke-Davis Co. for
more than 34 years.
Surviving are his wife, Phyllis; his children, Kirk
and Barbara Beerthuis, Claire and Mike Rotman of
Holland, Kevin and Rhonda Beerthuis of Hamilton,
Mich., Daniel Beerthuis, and David and Paula
Beerthuis of Holland; step-children. Bill and Morag
Ferry, Karen and Paul Brandsen. Rich Ferry of
Holland, Kristi and David Brown of Grand Haven,
Mich., and Kathy and Stan Potgeter of Holland; 14
grandchildren; his mother, Frances Nordland of
Boca Raton, Fla.; and a brother and sister-in-law,
Mark and Suzanne Beerthuis of Virginia.
Bert Brower '23 of Grand Haven, Mich., died on
Friday, Jan. 29, 1993. He was 95.
He was bom on Jan. 10, 1898, in Overisel, Mich.,
to Gerrit and Hanna Brower. He married Susanna
Hamelink ’22 on June 20, 1925, in Holland, Mich.
He received an honorary degree from Hope, a
D.D., in 1964. He also served as a Class
Representative.
He was a minister in the Reformed Church in
America. He served in Home Acres Reformed
Church in Grand Rapids, Mich.; American
Reformed Church in Orange City. Iowa; and Unity
Reformed Church in Muskegon, Mich.
He was director of adult education in the
Reformed Church of New York City, and pastor of
visitation and emeritus pastor of Second Reformed
Church in Grand Haven.
He received his education from both Hope and
Western Theological Seminary.
Susanna Hamelink ’22 Brower of Grand Haven,
Mich., died on Thursday, Feb. 4, 1993. She was 92.
She was bom on May 13. 1900, in Holland,
Mich., to John and Nancy (DeFouw) Hamelink, and
graduated from Holland High School in 1918. She
married Bert Brower '23 on June 20, 1925, in
Holland.
She was a teacher prior to marriage, a substitute
teacher in Ridgewood, N.J., and a long-time church
organist and choir director. She taught organ until
1982 and piano until 1987.
She was a member of Second Reformed Church.
Both Bert ’23 and Susanna Hamelink ’22
BroWer are survived by a daughter, Mary Ellen
Brower (Dr. Ernest H.) Post Jr. of Huntingdon, Pa.; a
son, Dr. David Lee (Sue Ann) Brower of Newton
Highlands, Mass.; six grandchildren; and 10
great-grandchildren. Also surviving is Susanna's
sister, Marie Hamelink Rozcma of Florence, Ore.
Bert Brower was preceded in death by five sisters,
Gertie Folkert, Marne Bolks, Jule Bartels, Trude
VanMelle and Hazel Millard; and three brothers,
George, Richard and a brother who died in
childhood. Susanna Brower was preceded in death
by a brother, Dr. Marinus Hamelink of Holland.
Marvin Dekker ’63 died on Thursday, March 1 1 ,
1993.
Additional information will appear in the June
issue of news from Hope College.
Frederick DeYoung ’67 of Spring Lake, Mich.,
died on Monday, Feb. 1 , 1993. He was 47.
Bom Aug. 1, 1945, in Columbus, Ga., to Dr.
Frederick and Ella (Wolters) DeYoung, he was a
graduate of Grand Haven (Mich.) High School.
He was a resident of Loveland, Colo., and recently
of Spring Lake. He served in the U.S. Air Force
during the Vietnam War.
Survivors include his mother. Ella DeYoung of
Spring Lake; a sister, Charlyn (Edward) Deremo of
Lexington. S.C.; a niece, Joan (Gary) Green of Dale
City, Va.; a nephew. Mark Deremo of Florence, S.C.;
three aunts, Jennie Dunning and Vesta Wolters of
Fremont, Mich., and Leona Wolters of Florida; three
uncles, Garrett DeYoung of Oklahoma. Louis (Elley)
DeYoung of Traverse City, Mich., and Bert (Laura)
DeYoung of Fremont: and several cousins.
Gladys Gerrits ’28 Elzinga of Hudsonville.
Mich., died on Sunday. Jan. 30. 1993. She was 88.
She attended Hope in 1925 and 1926, and
completed her studies for a life teaching certificate at
Kalamazoo Normal School (now Western Michigan
University) in 1926.
She taught in Ottawa County Elementary Schools
for 10 years — four years in the 1920s and six years in
the 1950s. She lived on a farm in South Blendon
(Hudsonville).
Survivors include her husband of 61 years. Gerrit
M. Elzinga; three children. Vernon '58 of
Hudsonville, Marshall '60 of Hillsborough, N.J., and
Linda '65 Plumert of Hudsonville; six grandchildren,
including Jeffrey Elzinga '88 of Jcnison, Mich.; and
one great-grandchild. Among her nephews was Irwin
Brink '52, who is professor of chemistry and
chairperson of the department at Hope College.
Cornelius Groenewoud ’40 of Bartow. Fla., died
on Thursday, Feb. 25. 1993, at Lakeland Regional
Medical Center. He was 74.
Bom in Zeeland. Mich., on Oct. 16, 1918, he came
to Bartow from Buffalo, N.Y., in 1982. He was a
mathematician at Cornell Aeronautical Labs in
Buffalo for 30 years.
He was a veteran of World War II and the Korean
conflict. He was an accompanist with Floral Lakes
Chorus and a volunteer in the math department at
Bartow High School, where he was known as "Mr.
G." He was a member of Bartow First Presbyterian
Church.
He is survived by his wife, Lucille M. Groenewoud
of Bartow; a son, Calvin Groenewoud of Maynard,
Mass.; a daughter. Patricia Linnox of Londonderry,
N.H.; and a brother, Gary Woodard of Roswell, N.M.
Howard Hartough ’36 of Highland Beach, Fla.,
died of a stroke on Wednesday, Oct. 7. 1992. He was
78.
Bom in Fairview. 111., on Dec. 15, 1913. he
graduated from Hope with an A.B. degree in
chemistry and received his master's degree in organic
chemistry and biochemistry from George Washington
University in Washington. D.C.
A distinguished chemist, he held more than 80
patents and had written more than 30 technical
publications. He also wrote two chemical books on
Thiophene, its derivatives and compounds, and was
internationally recognized as an expert in the field.
Starting as a research chemist with Mobil Oil Co.,
he later worked for Hercules Inc.. Houdry Process
Corp. and Chemetron Corp.. and became an executive
in the chemical industry.
Before retiring to Florida, he worked for
Richardson-Merrell Inc. (now Richardson-Vicks) in
New York, N.Y.. and was in charge of their chemical
divisions. He had been president and chief operating
officer of J.T. Baker Chemical Co. in Phillipsburg,
N.J., as well as for their international subsidiaries in
Europe and Latin America.
He was a member of the American Chemical
Society (50-year emeritus), the American Institute of
Chemists (Fellow), the Chemist’s Club of New York,
the Armed Forces Chemical Association, the Societe
de Chimie Industrielle. the Committee on Sulfur
Compounds in Petroleum API Project, Sigma Xi,
Alpha Chi Sigma, the Union League Club of New
York and the Boca Teeca Country Club in Boca
Raton, Fla.
Survivors include his wife, Cora; his three children.
Dale, Linda and Alison; and four grandchildren.
Gerrit Kemme ’26 of Zeeland. Mich., died on
Tuesday. March 30. 1993, at his home. He was 89.
He was a member of First Reformed Church of
Zeeland, and was a charter member of the American
Academy of Family Physicians, a former member of
the board of directors of Zeeland Community
Hospital, and a former member of the staffs of
Holland Community Hospital and Zeeland
Community Hospital. He was also a member of the
Zeeland Lions Club.
He was named Family Physician of the Year in
1975 by the Michigan Academy of Family
Physicians. He received a Distinguished Alumni
Award from Hope in 1983.
He retired in 1981 following 50 years of practice.
In his career, he delivered more than 4,000 babies.
Surviving are his wife, Mildred; two daughters,
Mary Lou Kemme of Ann Arbor, Mich., and Mrs.
Richard (Donna) Christensen of Annandale, Va.; and
two grandchildren.
Myron Leenhouts ’31 of Avon Park, Fla., died on
Thursday. Feb. 18, 1993. He was 83.
He was bom on Feb. 26, 1909. Survivors include
his wife, Caroline.
Josephine Boyce ’38 Quinn of Santa Cruz, Calif-
died on Thursday, Dec. 17. 1992, at her home after a
brief illness. She was 76.
She was a former resident of Saugamck. Mich.
Her parents were Mr. and Mrs. James Boyce Sr.
She graduated from Holland (Mich.) High School
and attended Michigan State University and Hope.
She graduated from the University of Michigan.
She was a special education teacher in the Santa
Clara Unified School District In her later years she
was a volunteer for the American Cancer Society and
the Salvation Army.
She was a member of the Association of American
University Women and the Great Book Society.
Survivors include a son. Benjamin Quinn; a
daughter, Josephine Quinn; two sisters. Sue
Vandersluis of Ann Arbor, Mich., and Mabel Meengs
of Long Beach; a nephew and his wife, James and
Peggy Boyce; a niece and her husband, Marjory and
John Wilkin of Saugatuck; and a sister-in-law. Mrs.
James Boyce of Allegan, Mich.
William Rottschaefer ’38 of Holland, Mich., died
on Monday, March 29. 1993, in Butterworth Hospital
in Grand Rapids, Mich. He was 76.
Bom in Pella. Neb., the son of the Rev. William
and Caroline Rottschaefer, he graduated from Sioux
City High School in Iowa. In 1942, he received his
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medical degree from the University of Michigan.
He then served four years in the U.S. Navy,
interning at the Naval Hospital in Norfolk, Va. In
1946, he returned to the University of Michigan,
where he was assistant director of the Hospital, and
later served his residency in surgery.
In 1954 he moved to Holland, where he practiced
surgery and medicine until his retirement in 1981.
He was a member of the American Medical
Association and the Ottawa County Medical Society,
and a past member of the Holland Rotary Club.
Surviving are his wife. Berdeine; three daughters,
Mary Silverman of Washington, D.C., Diane
Rottschaefer of Hamilton, Mich., and Susan Grunst of
St. Paul, Minn.; five grandchildren; two great-
grandchildren; three sisters, Mrs. Willis (Margaret)
Rozeboom of Bella Vista, Ark., Kaye Cook of
Wilmington, Del., and Mrs. Kelly (Wilma) Van
Wieren of Holland; two sisters-in-law, Connie
Dykhuis of Holland and Eleanor Hop of Hagerstown,
Md.; and several nieces, nephews and cousins.
Weldon F. Rumery ’35 of Allegan, Mich., died
on Wednesday, Jan. 27, 1993, in the Allegan County
Medical Care Facility. He was 80.
Bom on Dec. 5, 1912, in Monterey Township, he
was the son of William and Jean Rumery. He
graduated from Hopkins High School, and served in
the U.S. Army.
He owned and operated the Rumery Insurance
Agency in Allegan for more than 30 years. He was
past Exulted Ruler of Elks No. 1621 BPOE, was the
first president of the Allegan Jaycees, was a member
of the Knights of Columbus and American Legion
Oscar Briggs Post No. 89, and a life member of the
Allegan Historical Society.
He served on the Allegan City Council, where he
was past mayor, the Griswold Auditorium board and
the Community Players.
He was past director of Allegan General Hospital
and was an officer in the Allegan County Republican
Committees, and earned the Liberty Bell award and
the Lifetime Service Award.
He managed the Allegan County Fair and had
served on its board for 30 years.
Surviving are his wife. Jeanette (Welty); his
children, Patrick of Florida, Steven of Allegan and
John of Grand Rapids, Mich.; two grandsons; a
sister-in-law, Reva Rumery of Gobles, Mich.; and
several nieces, nephews, aunts and cousins.
Mildred Schuppert ’31 of Holland, Mich., died on
Monday, March 22, 1993. She was 83.
She was bom in Waupun, Wis. She graduated from
the University of Michigan in 1948. She served as
secretary and cashier for Hope (and for many years
was the college's only secretary), was secretary for Dr.
Wynand Wichers and later taught library science. She
retired as librarian of Western Theological Seminary.
Throughout the years she served as an organist for
Reformed churches in the area and at First United
Methodist Church.
She is survived by cousins.
Daniel Smies ’29 of Sheboygan Falls, Wis. —
formerly of Cedar Grove. Wis.— died on Monday.
Jan. 25. 1993, at Sheboygan Memorial Medical
Center. He was 86.
He was bom on April 3, 1906, the son of the late
John and Jennie Huibregtse Smies. He was a 1927
graduate of Wisconsin Memorial Academy in Cedar
Grove.
On Feb. 17, 1934, he married the former Matjorie
Beemink in Oostburg, Wis. They observed their
Golden Wedding Anniversary in 1984.
He was a member of First Reformed Church in
Cedar Grove, formerly serving as an elder and deacon.
He was also a past member of the board of directors of
Citizen State Bank of Cedar Grove.
He was a commercial fisherman all of his life. He
operated his own fishing business at Amsterdam
before working at Smith Bros, in Pott Washington.
Wis., for 22 years. He retired in 1972.
Survivors include his wife, Matjorie, of Cedar
Grove; two sons, John (Margaret) of Oostburg and
Frederic (Ann) Smies of Homewood, 111.; five
grandchildren; four great-grandchildren; and one
sister. Lillian Smies. of the Sheboygan Retirement
Home. He was preceded in death by his parents, one
sister and an infant brother.
Paul Van Eenenaam ’43 died on Sunday, April 4,
1993.
Additional information will appear in the June issue
of news from Hope College.
Steven Voskuil ’68 of Sykesville. Md.. died on
Monday. Jan. 18. 1992, of colon cancer.
He was an elder in the Presbyterian Church in
America and a computer programmer for the Social
Security Administration in Baltimore. Md.
Survivors include his wife, Laurie, and two sons:
Charles J. and Timothy J., who is a sophomore at
Hope College.
sympathy to
The family of Vanya M. Ackerson of Sunfield.
Mich., who died on Wednesday, Jan. 13, 1993. She
was 54.
Survivors include her husband, Kenneth; a son,
Dennis (Cynthia) Ackerson of Lake Odessa; two
daughters, Kendra (Jay) Jackson of Sunfield and
Monica Ackerson, a sophomore at Hope; three
grandchildren; her parents, Noble and Neva Sackett
of Bradenton, Fla.; a sister, Amanda (Bryce)
MacDonald of Vermontville; two brothers, William
(Chris) Sackett of Byron Center and Robert (Sue)
Sackett of Grand Ledge; and other family members.
The family of Angeline T. Bruins of Alto, Wis.,
who died on Wednesday, Feb. 17, 1993. She was 88.
She is honored through an endowed scholarship at
Hope: "The Garret and Jane Vande Zande and
Clarence and Angeline Bruins Scholarship Fund.”
The fund is for deserving students with financial
need who are preparing for the Reformed Church
ministry, and was established by Anthony and Joyce
(Bruins) Vande Zande in honor of their parents.
Survivors include her children, Joyce and
Anthony Vande Zande of Waupun, Wis.; Dr. Elton
and Elaine Bruins of Holland, Mich., Glenn and
Betty Bruins of Markesan, Henry and Joan Bruins of
Lexington, Ky., and Cynthia and Harold Redeker of
Randolph; 14 grandchildren; 30 great-
grandchildren; two sisters, Marie and John
Bossenbroek, and Harriet Vander Sanden, all of
Brandon; and two sisters-in-law, Rosalind Kemink
of Alto and Therasa Kemink of Waupun.
She was preceded in death by her husband, Clarence
Bruins, in 1986; one grandson, Gary Vande Zande in
1991; and two brothers, Harvey and Harold Kemink.
The family of Ruth Keppel of Holland, Mich.,
who died on Monday, Feb. 8, 1993. She was 96, and
is survived by nieces and nephews.
Bom in Holland on March 23, 1896, to Albert and
Kate Keppel, she was the granddaughter of Teunis
Keppel, who arrived in Holland within the first
month of the Van Raalte colony and was also the
founder of Keppel's Hardware Store.
The college's guest house at 85 E. 10th Street was
her family's home, and is named in her honor. Her
parents built the house in 1914, and the college
purchased it in 1986.
The family of William Mathis of Charlotte, N.C.,
who died on Thursday, March 4, 1993, at his home.
He was 7 1 .
He was former dean for academic affairs at Hope.
He was also the dean of fine arts of Hardin Simmons
University in Abilene. Texas, and was a member of
Myers Park Baptist Church.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Virginia Boney
Mathis; two children. Steve Mathis of Clinton, N.C.,
and Nancy Mathis of Washington, D.C.; two grand-
children; and a sister, Helen Hays of Liberty, Mo.
The family of Jeanette Plakke of Holland, Mich.,
who died on Monday, Feb. 22, 1993, in Butterworth
Hospital in Grand Rapids, Mich. She was 84.
Before her retirement, she was employed at the
college for more than 20 years.
Survivors include a sister, Lena Plakke of
Holland; a brother and sister-in-law, George and
Evelyn Plakke of Holland; and nieces and a nephew.
Will there be a strong Hope
College in their future?
The support of generations of Hope alumni has helped keep
Hope at the forefront of America’s finest liberal arts
institutions. Contributions to the Alumni
Fund help create an outstanding
educational experience for more than
2,700 students — the leaders of
tomorrow.
l(es, with your help, there will be a
strong Hope for stndents-today m ^
and for generations to come.
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Working toward the dream
by Greg Olgers ’87
“T have a dream that one day this nation will rise up
1 and live out the true meaning of its creed: ‘We
hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are
created equal,'” said Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., during
the historic Civil Rights “March on Washington” on
Aug. 28, 1963.
“I have a dream that one day on the red hills of
Georgia, the sons of former slaves and the sons of
former slave-owners will be able to sit down together at
the table of brotherhood,” he said. “I have a dream that
my four little children will one day live in a nation
where they will not be judged by the color of their skin
but by the content of their character."
Dr. King’s dream was, and is, a noble vision, but it is
only partially realized. Much has changed for the better
since 1963, but much also remains to be done.
Consider Rodney King. Whatever else might be said
of the situation, the events leading to the trial and the
subsequent strife in Los Angeles, Calif., demonstrate
that interracial understanding in the United States still
requires deliberate effort. Words must become action;
and dreams, reality.
For 25 years, Black Coalition at Hope College has been
working to help bring about the transformation.
According to the Anchor of Sept. 27, 1968, Black
Coalition was organized in mid-September of that year.
On Jan. 23, 1969, the group was recognized as an
“official” student organization by the college’s Campus
Life Board.
Black Coalition has historically had two primary
purposes: to provide a support group for Hope’s African
American students and to foster cross-cultural
understanding.
It may be difficult for members of a cultural majority to
appreciate the isolation minority groups can feel, no
matter how benign the environment. For example, James
Stills ’73 came to Hope and Holland, Mich., from Racine,
Wis., which had 90,000 residents, about 10 percent of
whom were black. The relative homogeneity of Hope
and Holland represented quite a change, which was
assuaged by Black Coalition’s existence.
“It was a matter of security and also simply a matter of
communications,” said Stills, who is back in Racine as an
instructor of behavioral sciences at Gateway Technical
Beyond helping its members, the Coalition
emphasizes awareness activities aimed at the campus in
general. Events this year have included an evening
service in the Chapel to honor Dr. King’s Jan. 18
birthday, and a Gospel concert in February.
The Coalition currently has 35 members. Its officers,
senior Yalonda Carter of Detroit, Mich, (secretary);
junior Omanial Cates of Tuskegee, Ala. (co-president);
and junior Terrance Haynes of Franklin, Tenn.
(co-president), shared their vision in a letter they sent to
the college’s freshmen in the fall.
“We are a group of individuals whose goal is to
broaden cultural awareness by providing African
American: history, experiences, ideas, issues and
perspectives,” they wrote. “Our organization is made up
of individuals with different perspectives, backgrounds,
ideas and races working toward one common
goal. ..developing a greater sense of community and
diversity.”
“Now and in the future, educated people
need to understand and he able to
interact with people of diverse ethnicity
and nationality.”
— Dr. John H. Jacobson
College and an adjunct faculty in the sociology/
anthropology department at the University of
Wisconsin-Parkside. He also found that the structure of
social life at Hope in the early ’70s often made Black
Coalition the only source of social activities for African
American students.
“What it meant was a sense of belonging,” said Derryl
Stewart ’73 King, an alumna of Black Coalition and now
associate people’s counsel with the Office of the People’s
Counsel in Washington, D.C. “But it was a place to
belong within a place in which I already belonged. I was
very happy at Hope and very comfortable at Hope, but it
was also nice to have the Black Coalition.”
“It also gave me a sense of identity,” she said. “I think
the ’70s for almost all of us were a grand search for
learning — trying to figure out who we were and where we
fit in in the world, and the world was a very changing
place.”
Black Coalition’s activities complement a variety of
other efforts at Hope to promote multi-cultural
awareness and understanding. Some are
student-initiated; others come from the administration
and faculty.
The Hispanic Student Organization, for example, is
another group that focuses on awareness and
understanding. And Student Congress has started a
lecture series which has featured African American
speakers. Alex Haley, author of Roots and Malcolm X,
spoke in January of 1992, and in February of this year
actors Danny Glover (of the Lethal Weapon films) and
Felix Justice presented the works of poet Langston
Hughes and Dr. King.
A presentation in October featured prose and poetry
by African Americans. This year’s annual Women’s
Week, held in February, featured a Native American
poet. The 1993 Critical Issues Symposium on Sept. 28
and 29 will discuss race and ethnicity in the United
States.
Aspects of the symposium’s topic are also being
addressed through a new course, “Encounter with
Cultures.” Currently in its third semester, the course
explores some of the nation’s minority
cultures — African American, Asian American, Hispanic
American and Native American.
“The course shies away from conformity — that is, it
does not ask students to adopt a particular ideological
direction,” said Alfredo Gonzales, assistant provost at
Hope and also one of the course’s instructors. “Instead,
what we would like them to do is become critical
thinkers on matters of race, culture, ethnicity and
gender.”
The approach has been well-received. Each
semester, all of the elective course’s sections have been
filled.
The popularity of “Encounter with Cultures” suggests
that Hope students perceive the same need that led the
college to create the course — and to offer other
multi-cultural activities and events. The world they
will experience as graduates will require an
understanding of others’ perspectives.
“Now and in the future, educated people need to
understand and be able to interact with people of
diverse ethnicity and nationality,” said Dr. John H.
Jacobson, president of Hope College. “Demographers
anticipate that by the end of the next century, today’s
American minorities will collectively be in the majority
in the United States. In the world of the 21st century,
our students will certainly have the experience of
reporting to, working with or supervising people of
different ethnicity from their own."
Dr. Jacobson noted, however, that there is another
important consideration. He believes Hope’s status as a
Christian college demands it.
“This reaching out is appropriate in light of the
inclusive and ecumenical character of the Christian faith
we profess,” he said. “All people are made in God’s
image and have personal authenticity which is derived
from that fact."
Dr. Richard Frost, dean of students at Hope, agreed.
“Each one of us represents a piece of a mosaic," he
said. “Each piece has its own integrity and dignity.but
when placed together they form a tremendous picture
that’s part of God’s vision for everything."
Dr. King understood the beauty of the mosaic.
Organizations like Black Coalition, and the college’s
other efforts, help Hope students see it. too, so that they
can go forth and help the dream become reality. Jt
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